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JOHN LESLEY'S DOCTRINE OF THE
".:
m
:i2S3 of t:-ie spirit
Chapter One. Introduction
I. The Problem Stated.
The problem of this study is John Lesley 1 s doctrine
of the witness of the Spirit. To clarify the term we
must add the thought of the ritness of the Spirit to the
adoption of the Christian into the family of God. But
"esley in his sermons and other written works usuelly
states this as "the witness of the Scirit" and in what-
ever context it is found there is no misunderstanding of
the meaning of these words. To Wesley this doctrine,
as we shell show, was fundamental. It was the crux of
one's relation to ^od as redeemed from sin. 'There such
witness did not exist V/esley would be slow in believing
that such person had been forgiven hi 6 sins and adopted
into the kingdom of God. This witness furnished the un-
mistakable knowledge that one was saved. In the V.'esleyan
thought there could be no doubting one's status in relation
to God. To have the witness of the Spirit was to know
beyond the shadow of a question that one's "sins were covered
by the blood" as ^eslev would express it.
11
<
(
2This problem then is related to the general field
of assurance of salvation. Through the Christian cen-
turies some type of the doctrine of assurance has been
maintained. Previous to the Reformation the possibility
of a definite knowledge of personal assurance was usually
doubted. Luther held that through an illumination of the
Bible by the Spirit one could be certain of his standing
before "?od. Calvin macfe assurance involve the idea of fi-
nal salvation or election, and not immediate redemption.
The Quakers and others of the Pietistic movement taught
that assurance was the result of the "inner light" or per-
sonal illumination. But to -esley this assurance of adop-
tion as a child of 3od came as a direct ritness of the
Holy Spirit to the heart of the individual. Hence we see
that Lesley's doctrine of the witness of the Spirit is a
part of the oroblem of assurance of salvation.
1. But at the outset a delimitation must be made.
Our study does not include the general field of assurance
of salvation. Only in discovering the background of
Tesley's doctrine of the witness of the Spirit are we in-
terested in this broader field. Wesley's type of assur-
ance is sufficiently distinctive in its nature to warrant
II
3such a study. It is not the dogma of the Catholic church
previous to the Reformation. Nor, as we shall see in
a following statement, did Luther hold it. Calvin's
interest was in the eternal security of the believer and
not in the immediate hope of an unfailing knowledge of
assurance of election. The "inner light" of the Quakers
consists more in an illumination of the soul than in a
witness of the Soirit. While roots of the ""esley's the-
ory are found among the Moravians, still among them it is
the germ and not the final development of the doctrine
that we find.
2. A second delimitation must be made. Our interest
lies not in the final develooment of the doctrine as held
by V.esleyan theologians from the time of the death of the
founder of Methodism, but rather in the doctrine as stated
by Lesley himerlf . It i6 not a study of the evolution
of the Methodist doctrine of the witness of the Spirit,
but of the theory as affirmed by Wesley. 'hile the gener-
al view of Wesley has been avowed to be true by all Meth-
odist theologians, still each one diverges by degrees
from the original statement either by way of substraction
of essential elements or the addition of points not found
in Lesley's doctrine. Our prinal aim is a study of
'Vesley's doctrine as found in his ~orks.

4II. Method of Treatment
1. In the method of procedure we shall first approach
our problem of "eslev's doctrine by oresenting the his-
torical develooment of the doctrine. Herein we brief-
ly outline five other types of the doctrine of assurance
of salvation pointing out the lines of deraarkation between
each- Into this scheme we fit the theory of Wesley,
showing wherein he differs from the others. These
forms are: The doctrine of the Catholic church; the
Lutheran doctrine of subjective and objective assurance;
Calvin's noctrine of present and future certainty; and
the "inner light" theory of the Quakers. This procedure
is necessary in that it outlines 'Vesley's position in
the broad theory of assurance, and clearly defines his
differentiations from each of these.
2. Te then proceed to point out the oosition which the
witness of the Spirit occupies among these types of
assurance. ' A# noted above it is necessary to recognize
at the outset that the doctrine of the witness of the
Spirit cannot be classified as any of the other five
forms of the theories of personal assurance of sal-
vation.
3. After the background for Lesley's views on assur-
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ance has been laid, it is obvious that we mast try to
discover the sources of his theory. It may be after
all that the dogma is not original with him, as such
is the case, and that it has been borrowed from other
writers. But in the clear-cut analysis of the source,
while we do unearth seeds of his view, still Lesley made
a distinct advance unon any source to which he was debt-
or.
The indirect sources from which he borrowed are:
the rich heritage from the Reformers, and from the early
Church; and the influence of the creedal statements.
The more direct sources are: Arminius' doctrine of
assurance: Law 1 s* Christian Perfection", his father,
and more especially his dying words; his relationship
with the Quakers; the Moravians, especially through
Peter 3oehler, and Count Zinzendorf; and finally his
type of conversion and the attendant witness of the
Spirit, which he professed to experience.
4. following this comes the body of the Thesis
which is the analysis of 'Vesley's views on the witness
of the Spirit. From eight different angles we analyze
his teachings on this issue as discovered in his writings.

These are: 1. The distinction between justifying faith
and the witness of the Spirit; 2. Calvinistic doctrine,
according to Lesley, opposed to the witness of the
Spirit; 3- the assurance of salvation a joint witness,
consisting of both a divine and a human element; 4. the
necessity and probability of the v.itness of the Spirit;
5. the nature of the direct witness of the Holy Spirit;
6. the relation of the direct and the indirect witnesses
7. the nature of the witness of the human soirit; 8.
and finally the nature of the joint testimony of the
Divine Spirit and the human spirit.
5. In the conclusion of the study we shall endeavor to
summarize the finding of the thesis, and from the same
reach conclusions as to the nature of Lesley's doctrine
of the witness of the Spirit.
III. The Importance of the Study.
1. This study is important because of the fact that
it is the central doctrine of Lesley's theology. In
every type of work which he wrote along religious lines
we find this doctrine. It is the piteot around which
*<«esleyan theological thought was to revolve. Lesley
himself felt that this doctrine of the witness of the

7Spirit was a "grand part of the testimony" which God had
raised up the Methodists to hear to mankind. Ke wrote
,
"It more nearly concerns the Methodists, so-called
clearly to understand, explain and define this doctrine;
because it is the one grand part of the testimony rhich
C-o3 has given them to bear to mankind. It is his pe-
culiar blessing upon them in searching the Scriptures,
confirmed by the experience of His children, that this
great evangelical truth has been recovered, which had
1
been for many years well-nigh lost an-i forgotten."
^e discover the doctrine in the various forms of
Vesley'e writings. 1. In the early rules for Methodists
it is contained. The following is taken from the "Rules
of the dand of Societies," drawn up on December 25,1738.
Under the heading of "Some of the Questions proposed to
every one before he is admitted among us may be to this
effect
:
"1. Have you the forgiveness of your sins?
"2. Have you peace with God through our Lord Jesus
Christ?
"3. Have you the witness of God's Soirit with your
2
Spirit that you are a chili of God?"
1. Sermon 71, p. 93
2. Living Thoughts of John "•esley (by Potts), p. 31.

8These rules are signed by John and Charles
Lesley.
2. In the paper termed " mhe Character of a Methodi st"
written in 1739, we find this description of a Methodist
(under ooint 6), "He cannot but rejoice whenever he
lookfl back on the state Therein he now is, 'being
justified freely' and having 'peace with God through
our Lord Jesus Christ 1 Tor ! he that believeth hath
the witness' of this 'in himself,' being now the son
of "od through faith... And 'the Soirit itself bear-
eth witness ^ith his soirit, that he is a child of
1
Cod
.
1
3. In Lesley ' s w Principles of a Methodist 1,' written about
1743, he outlines the development of his spiritual state,
and of his doctrine. Under the heading, "Of the
Assurance of Justification," he writes, "I believe that
conversion. .. is an instantaneous work, and that the
moment a man has living faith in Christ he is con-
verted or justified: which faith he cannot have with-
out knowing that he has it.
"I believe the moment a mm is justified he has
oeace with Cod; which he cannot have without know-
2
ing that he has it."
l.Ibid. oo. 33-36
S.Worka, TTol . III. p. 91
11
1 1
i •
1
1
. :
"
9On the same line as this elsewhere he writes,
"I believe that a man is justified... at the same time
that he is born of God... which deliverance from sin
1
he cannot have ,"ithout knowing that he has it."
4. Not only in his various Rules and descriptions
of the charr-cter of Methodists, but also in his sermons
do we find this doctrine deeply imbedded. Of the
volume of Sermons, which with his Notes, he declared
contained his theology and that which was to be held
by the Methodists, three sermons are devoted to this
doctrine. These are sermons Number X, "The '"itness
of the Spiri t," XI, "The "Itness of the Spirit," and
XII, """he "'itness of Our Own Spirit." In these fifty
Some sermons to no other subject is as much space de-
voted .
5. The doctrine is clearly contained in his Notes
on the New Testament, though as much space is not de-
voted to it *s is the case with his Sermons.
6. Again the doctrine is not overlooked in his
Letters, for in one written to Mr. John Smith, July
10,1747, devoted throughout t o the defense of the doc-
1. Living Thoughts from John Wesley, o.47
2. Sermons, Vol. I, pp. 8 5-108.
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trine, we read, "A man feels the testimony of lod 1 g
Soirit, and cannot then deny or doubt his being a child
1
of Ood". In s letter to Mr. Richard Thomson, March
15, 1756, he said, "My belief in general is this:
that every Christian believer has a divine conviction
2
of his reconciliation with God."
II. Not only is this the central doctrine of V,Tesley
theology, but it is his contribution to theological
science. He added no other doctrine which is not to
be found in the various beliefs of Christendom.
His clarification of the theory of the witness of the
Spirit entitles him to recognition as an original
contributor to theological science. "e think of Lu-
ther and justification by faith, of Calvin and the
dectees of God, so must we also think of l, esley and the
witness of the Spirit.
Writing of Lesley's appeal to experience as the
final arbiter of one's religious status, Workmen says,
"^esle3r ! s appeal to experience.... is known.-., as the
doctrine of Assurance. This is fundamental contribu-
tion of Methodism to the life and thought of the Church
....
He proclaimed in no uncertain sound not only that
1. Li vim: "noughts from John wesley, p. 203
I. Ibid, 210.
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a man may know his sins are foe given, but that he has
1
the witness within him."
In Cchaff's brilliant discussion of the devel-
opment of the doctrirees of Methodism
,
he says that
they consist of three distinctive ones, which are: the
universality of grace, the witness of the Spirit, and
perfectionism. ?he first and third he traces to the
Quakers as their views on "inner or universal light"
and perfectionism. Concerning the second he writes,
wmhe next distinctive doctrine of Methodism is the
Witness of the Spirit, or assurance of Salvation
(Ron* 8:15,16). It is a double and concurrent witness
of jod' s Spirit and our spirit concerning our justifi-
cation.... This testimony is immediate and direct, and
follows the work of justification and regeneration.
On the ground of this testimony the believer feels as-
sured of his present acceptance with God and has a
2
hope of his final salvation...."
Recognizing the force of Lesley's contribution
to theology, a recent Methodist theologian, Wilbur
F. Tillett, of Vanderbilt University, writes it in his
creed for world-wide Methodism, ^e affirms, "And
(4) it is also the privilege of all believers to en-
1.Workman, A New ni story of Methodism. Vol. I, p. 19
2.Schaff, Creeds of Christendom, Vol
.1, p.899
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joy the assurance of their salvation through the witness
1
of the Spirit all through their Christian life."
III. finally this study is important in that the
doctrine of the witness of the Spirit is the culmination
of the Reformers 1 doctrine of assurance. As shall later
he shown each of the outstanding reformers wrote into
his creed the germs of thi6 doctrine. Commenting upon
the passage in Romans 8:16 both Luther and Calvin speak
of a witness of the Spirit, but they are not so def-
inite as -esley. Tillett affirms, "'"esley took up where
Luther left off, and oreached with an emphasis hither-
to unknown that, 'being justified by faith, we have
peace with God through our Lord tfesus Christ; 1 8nd
that there can be no neace with God without a conscious
2
assurance of nardon."
i
Luther s doctrine of subjective and objective assur
ance in Wesley becomes a direct and immediate witness
of the -pirit. Calvin's view on the assurance of e-
ternal election for Lesley is the conscious witness
of the Holy Spirit that Just now the believer is certain
of his adoption into the family of God. The "Inner
Light" of the Quakers is more than a mere illumination
1. Tillett, A Statement of the faith of World-wide
Method ism, p.
3
2. Tillett, Personal Salvation, p. 275
II
I
t
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of the mind or soul from Trhich the Christian reasons
that he is a child of God. For Wesley it is a definite
testimony of the Holy Spirit and the human spirit that
one is regenerated.
V. The 3asis of Lesley 1 s Theology.
Before oroceeding further it is well to understand
what Tesley considered the official standard of his
theology. Quoting from Schaff, ""hen 81 years of age
(Feb. 28,1784) ^esley, in his Deed of Declaration, called
the Magna Charta of Methodism, bequeathed the nroperty
and government of his chp^els in the United Kingdom,
358 in number, to the Legal Hundred, a conference of
100 oreachers and their successors, on condition that
they should accept as the basis of their doctrine his
Notes on the New Testament, and the four volumes of
Sermons which had been published by him or in his name
in nr hflXQXfi 1 771 . These sermons are f*Lf ty 'cigh4 in'
number, and convey the faith a.nd duties of Christians,
1
and carry the doctrines of the creed of fltethodism."
Hence we see that the official statement of Lesley's
theology is to be found in these tro sources. Since the
Notes are but brief comments on the New Testament, we
1. Schaff, creeds of Christendom. TTol . I. p. 890
Also, L. Tymerman, The Oxford ^ethodists , Vol . Ill
,
pp. 417f
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can expect his doctrines to be stated in his Sermons,
which is the case. "esley^s preaching was very detailed
and logical, and each sermon throughout the fifty-eight
is either the affirmation or defense of some theological
doctrine, or position. It would not be far amiss to
affirm th t the theology of John "esley consists of these
volumes of ^ermons. The viewpoint cannot be taken
that Lesley wrs not a theologian for these Sermons in
their accuracy and biblical foundation, their logical
arrangement and dogmatic content assure him a place
among the theologians of Christendom. But as Luther,
he was a practical rather than a systematic theologian.
He found theology an aid in clarifying experience instead
of a metaphysical oractice. His experience, as was true
with the leader of the Reformation, and not his Philosoph-
ical acumen, iictrted his theology.
Lesley's life as a churchman in furnishing the
imoetue and directing cower in the organization of
early Methodism, his activity as a writer on various
lines, history, language, literature, poetry, etc.,
so
W£ s diversified that it overshadowed his work as a
A
theologian.

15.
Chapter Two. The Source
of Wesley's Doctrine.
I . Indirect Sources
1. There are two possible indirect sources for '"esley's
doctrine of the witness of the Spirit. His was a very
rich heritage coming from the Reformers and the early
church. In our discussion of the history of the doc-
trine of assurance we have seen that practically every
type of this doctrine held to the thought of the Holy
Soirit witnessing in one form or another with the soul
or consciousness of the regenerated that he is a child
of God. This is especially true with Luther's doctrine.
He affirmed that the Spirit operates subjectively in the
soul, whereby the Christian cries, "Abba, ^ather." The
same Spirit, by illuminating the Vk'c-rd of God, wrought
within the consciousness of the child of God that calm
persuasion thct he had been adopted into the family of
God. Calvin likewise taught the same, ^e held thrt
the Spirit witnessed or testified with the human spirit
of this adoption. His comments on Romans 8:15,16 could
be no more explicit.
Lesley lived in an age when this doctrine, so defin-
itely reaffirmed by the Reformers, was the common her-
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itage. The Reformers, through necessity, believed
that one could have the testimony of the Spirit to the
fact that he had been converted. Otherwise they
could never be certain that by faith they had been
justified as Luther taught. The difference became
this: ?or them this doctrine was not the pivot
around which all their theological conceptions re-
volved, while for '"esley it became the central idea
of Christian experience as well as Christian dogma.
2. The second indirect source was the influence
of the creodal statements in vogue in Wesley 1 s time.
Creeds are the crystallized thinking of the different
churches and individuals. In the creeds of Lesley's
age we find affirmations concerning assurance and
the witness of the Holy Spirit.
(l) In the Confession ?idei ^allicana (French
Confession of ^aith), which was prepared by Calvin
and his pupil De Chandieu, we find this doctrine in
germ.
"XXI. !7e believe t&at we are enlightened in faith
by the secret power of the Holy Spirit, that it is a
gratuitous and soecial gift which God grants to whom

17
1
he will. . ."
(2) As we should expect there are no references
to assurance or the ritness of the Spirit in the
Thirty-Vine Articles of the Church of England.
But in the Lambeth Articles (1559) , rhich as Schaff
notes are a Calvinistic appendage to the Thirty-Nine
Articles, we find a note with which "esley was doubt-
lessly familiar.
"6. A man truly faithful, that is, such a one
who is endued with a justifying faith, is certain
with the full assurance of faith, of the remissions of
2
his sins, and of his everlasting salvation."
Herein we find the doctrine of assurance and faith
combined and also the assurance of both present and
future salvation. This final oosition "esley denied.
(3) The Irish Articles of Religion (1815) are
based on the Thirty-Nine Arti des and the Lambeth
Articles, *nd show the Calvinistic trend among the
Irish churches. They lead up to the Westminister
Confession.
"37. 3y justifying faith we understand not only
the common belief of the articles of the Christian
religion... but also a particular application of the
1. Schaff, op. cit., Vol. Ill, p. 371
11 2. Schaff. on. cit. T Vol. I ll t p. 524
1
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gracious promises of the gospel to the comfort of our
own souls, r-hereby we lay hold on Christ... heving an
earnest trust and confidence in God... So that a true
"believer may be certain, by the assurance of faith, of
the forgiveness of his sins, and of his everlasting
1
salvation by Shrist."
(4) In the r ive Arminian Articles (1S10) no
reference is made to the witness of the Spirit, nor
to the doctrine of assurance. The reason for this may
be that the doctrine of assurance was not a ooint of
disagreement, and hence was left out.
(5) Articles IX,X,XI of the Canons of the Synod
of Dort (1319) refer to the possibility of the assur-
ance of salvation. Canon X mentions this not as a
particular revelation, but as one coming from the faith-
fulness of the promise of God (which is Lutheran in
effect). These are given for our consolation, "ex
testimonio Spiritus Sancti testantis cum spiritu nostro
nos esse Dei filios et hoeredes" (Rom. 8:1S).
"Art. IX... True believers for themselves may and
do obtain assurance according to the measure of their
1. Ibid, Vol. Ill, 533,4
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faith, whereby they arrive at the certain persuasion
that they ever will continue true end living members
of the Church; and that they experience forgiveness of
sins, and will at last inherit eternal life.
M X. This assurance, however, is not oroduced by
any peculiar revelation contrary to, or indeoendent of
the Tord of God, but springs from faith in God's promise
.... and from the testimony of the Holy Spirit wit-
nessing with our snirit, that we are the children and
1
heirs of God" (Rom. 8:16).
In effect this is a combination of the Lutheran
and the Calvinistic positions. Put it gives the
promise of Lesley's later doctrine of the witness of
the Spirit.
(6) The "estmineter Confession (1648) with which
'•Vesley was doubtless familiar, bears the marks of the
doctrine of the witness of the spirit.
This certainly is not a bare conjectural and
probable persuasion, grounded upon a fallible hope,
but an infallible assurance of faith, founded on
(a) the divine truth of the ororaises, (b) the inward
evidence of those graces to which the promises are made,
an3 (c) the testimony of the Holy Soirit.
i. icid, -oi. Ill,?.bd4
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"II. This certainly is.... an infallible assurance
of faith, founded upon the truth of the promises of
salvation, the inward evidence of those graces to which
these promises are made, the testimony of the spirit
of adoption witnessing with our spirits that we are
the children of God (Rom. 8:15,16)...
"III. -his infallible assurance doth not go belong
to the essence of faith... yet being enabled by the
Spirit to know the things which are freely given him
of God, he may, without extraordinary revelation, in
the right use of ordinary means, attain thereunto.
And therefore it is the duty of everyone to give all
diligence; ...thereby his heart may be enlarged in
oeace and joy in the Holy Ghost... and the orooer
1
fruits of this assurance "
(7) The later ueidelber Catechism (1363),
while confusing faith and assurance, teaches that we
may be assured by the Holy Spirit of the remission of
sins.
"Question 21. %at is true faith?
"it is not a mere knowledge... bat it is also an
assured confidence kindled in my heart by the Holy
1. Ibid, Vol. Ill, 638-540.
I.
21
Ghost through the gospel whereby I acquiesce in God,
certainly knowing, that not to others only, but to me
also, remission of sins, eternal righteousness and life,
is given gratuitously, of mercy of God on the recount
1
of the merit of christ alone."
Thus indirectly the current creeds of "esley's
time bore the stamo of his doctrine of the witness
of the Spirit. Let us then turn from these indirect
sources to the more direct ones to discover the springs
from which this doctrine had its orobable rise.
II. Direct Sources.
1. One of the most direct sources of "esley's doc-
trine is Arminius and his writings. Throughout^, ^rminius
accepts the view that one can have the witness of the
Spirit as to the remission of his sins. Let us note
some of these references.
"XIII. The privilege or right of the sons of God
and the sending of the Spirit of adoption, with the
hearts of believers, follow this liberty from the
bondage of sin and the law, to which is annexed oeace
of conscience (Pom. 8:15; Gal. 4:5,6). That right
also consists in their being constituted heirs of
l. IBltl, fol. Ill, p. 313
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God... which also comes under the name of adoption...
(Horn. 8:15-23). But the spirit of a.dootion is sent
into the heart of the son of Sod.... that he may be
the earnest, the seal, the first fruit of their in-
1
heritance." Arminius is here writing on Christian
liberty.
Writing on faith in Christ he says:
"III. Evangelical faith is an assent of the mind
produced by the Holy ^oirit, through the Gospels, in
sinners, ^ho through the law know and acknowledge their
sins, and a.re oenitent on account of them: By which
they are fully persuaded within themselves that Jesus
Christ.... is their own savior, if they have believed
2
on him.
"
"V. .. .which assent is not acquired by (discursum)
a course of reasoning from principles known in nature;
but it ia an assent infused above the order of nature,
which is confirmed and increased by the daily exercise
3
of prayer... and the prr ctice of good works."
On Justification ^rrainius writes:
"X. The most excellent effects of this justifi-
1. ^'orks of James Arminius, ed, by Nichols, Vol. II,
no. 263, 264.
2. Ibid, Vol. ill,o.400
3. Ibid, Vol. II, o. 401
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cation are peace with 3od, and tranquility of conscience
.... and an assured expectation of life eternal.
The internal seal is the Holy Spirit, tes-
tifying together with our spirits that we are the chil-
1
dren of God, and crying Abba, ^ather."
In these quotations, brief as they are, we find
Lesley's doctrine in embryo. We discover the follow-
ing points of contact: (1) There is the definite
witness of the Holy Spirit. (2) This testifies to-
gether with our spirits of our adootion. (3) We
find assent, or assurance which is infused from above,
as 'Yesley felt the witness of the Spirit came. (4)
This is confirmed by daily prayer and a life of good
works, or the fruits of the Spirit. (5) Finally there
is the testimony of a conscience void of offense.
These points practically cover Wesley's doctrine in
brief.
It cannot be doubted that Lesley came in direct
contact with the writings of Arminius. For he called
himself the Arminian, and named his magazine The Ar-
minian Magazine. He was influenced in the final state-
ment of his theory by this source.
1. Ibid, Vol. II, p. 405

24.
2. Lesley read William Law' e
"
Treatise uoon Chris-
tian Perfection, which while it does not have any
reference to the witnessing <bf the Holy Spirit, con-
tains much about the Holy Spirit in general. In
Chapter IX and X Law discusses the work of the Holy
Spirit in relation to the life of a Christian. He
speaks of His being grieved, of the sealing of the
Spirit of man, but not of His witnessing. But the
Spirit produces those traits of character which '•'esley
would term the fruits of the Spirit.
"There is a time when our hearts are more than
ordinarily raised toward God, when we feel the joys
and comforts of religion, and enjoy a peace that pass-
eth all understanding... There is a time, when either
through the neglect of duty, remorse of mind, worldly
vexations, bodilv temoers, or the absence of God's
2
Soirit, that we sink into dejection."
While the influence from the works of Law on the
life of Wesley might have been great, we cannot affirm
that "esley owed much, if any, of his doctrine of the
witness of the Spirit to this source.
1. Wesley, Journal, Nov. 21,1735.
2. Law's Works, Yol. Ill, 329,30

25.
3. The influence from the Quakers was most
direct upon the doctrine of 'Vesley. before discussing
Lesley's personal contact with the Quakers in London
and elsewhere, let us note first the more specific
development of the doctrine of the "inner light."
Schaff writes, "The ruling principle of Quakerism is
the universal inner light.... It is supernatural and
divine in its origin; it is a direct illumination of
the mind and heart by the Spirit of God for the pur-
pose of salvation.... It opens to the senses spiritual
mysteries; it convinces and converts; it gives victory
1
over sin, and brings joy and peace." According
to V.'illiam Penn in the Preface to ^ox 1 s Journal, the
inner light is "the fundamental principle which is as
the corner-stone of their fabric... their charrcter-
istic or main distinguishing point or principle , viz
.
,
the light of Christ within." Barclay in his Apology
affirms that the testimony of the Spirit alone is the
source of knowledge concerning God. "Therefore, the
testimony of the Spirit is that alone by which the
true knowledge of God hath been is and can be only
2
- alfed.
"
1. Schaff, op. cit., Vol. Ill, p.R6R
2. ?rom Theses Theologicoe, by Barclay, quoted by
Schaff, op. cit., "Vol. Ill, p. 790
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Through Barclay the Quakers stressed the possibility
of an immediate revelation of the Spirit to the believ-
ing
er. ne taught that the Spirit ^dwells every believer to
lead and instruct them in the things of righteousness.
7T^* ~ 1
"The ^revelation of the ^on of God is by the Spirit".
"The Soirit witnesseth with our soirit... but not to our
outward ear... !?ut. the inward and immediate revelation
of God's Soirit... was by them believed as the ground
2
and foundation of their hope in God, and life eternal."
"The Spirit indwells, brings all things to remembrance,
and guides into all truth, directly working in the
soul... It is through this Spirit that... life is ob-
tained. It is by this Soirit that we are adooted,
3
and 'cry Abba, Father.'" "Paul accounts those sons
of God who are actuated by the Spirit of God; but...
He will have us call God, Father, the Spirit dictating
the term unto us, which can witness to our soirits
4
that we are the sons of God." "God hath given to
many of His saints and is ready to give unto all a
full and certain assurance that they are his
1. Barclay's Apology, o. 37.
2. Ibid, 45
3&4. Ibid, 52,53.

And that there is such assurance attainable in this life,
the Acripture abundantly declareth... 'e also see that
some.-, have attained a certain assurance... that
they shall inherit eternal life... Concerning whom the
Spirit of God testified that they are sa~ved. -"herefore
we also see such a state is attainable in this life...
1
for seeing the Spirit of God did so testify."
'"•'e thus see the type of doctrine which the Quakers
held as fundamental to Christian belief and practice.
There is evidence that *esley met with numerous Quakers
2
before his conversion, and afterward. The meet-
ing house where he was converted on the east side of
Aldersga te Street, in London, where assurance first
3
came to him, breathed the atmosphere of the Quakers.
Lesley could not come in contact with these neople and
not be influenced by their doctrines. Since Barclay
their representative thinker, affirmed that one could
have the witness of the Spirit to his adoption, we
infer that such teaching was common among them,
such has remained the case even until today. It would
be natural for ^esley to have known their teachings
s ince he was in frequent conta.ct with Quakers.
1. Ibid, p. 255,256.
2. Lesley's Journal, p. 88. 3. Ibid, p. 102.
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4. The influence of the Moravians was stronger thnn
any other in the formation of "esley's views on the
witness of the Spirit. It is impossible to estimrte
this influence. Methodism is indebted to them not
only for some of its most distinctive features, such
as the doctrine of the witness of the Spirit, hut for
the personal conversion of the "esleys.
(l) '"'esley's first contact with the Moravians was
on board ship sailing to America, during a storm his
faith wavered and he asked himself, "How is it that
thou has no faith?" This was on Friday, November 23, 1735
On the following sunday he went to the Moravians
«
Let his notes tell the story. "At seven I went to the
Germans. I had long before observed the great serious-
ness of their behavior... In the midst of the psalm
wherewith their service began, the s^a broke over,
split the main-sail in pieces, covered the ship...
A terrible screaming began among the ^nglish. The
Germans calmly sung on. I asked one them afterward,
A 1
1
'ere you no t afraid? 1 He answered,'! thank Sod, no.'"
1. -esley, Journal, Vol. I, p. 19, 20
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Again on Saturday, ?eb.7,173o, we find this note:
"i!r. Oglethorpe returned from ^avannah, with Mr. Span-
genberg, one of the pastors of the Germans. I soon
found whf t Spirit he was of; and asked his advice with
regard to my own conduct. He said, 'My brother, I
must first ask you one or two questions. Have you the
witness with yourself? Does the Spirit of God bear
witness with your spirit, that you are a child of God? 1
I was surorised, and knew not what to answer. He ob-
served it, and asked, To you know Jesus Christ? 1
I paused and said, 'I know He is the Savior of the
world.' 'Tr€Le', replied he; 'but do you know He has
saved you?' I answered, 'I hope he has died to save
me. 1 He only added, To you know yourself?' I said,
1
•I do. 1 But I feared they were vein words."
''•riting later of the event on shioboard he says,
"On shipboard, however, I was again active in outward
works; where it pleased God, of His free mercy, to give
me twenty-six of the Moravian brethren for companions,
2
who endeavored to show me a more excellent way."
In this very early contact with the Moravians we
find the doctrine of the witness of the Spirit a.ffirmed.
1. Lesley's Journal, Vol. I, on. 21,22.
2. Ibid, Vol, I, p. 99.
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He was taught to expect that when he was a child of God
that he would experience this divine witness.
(2) His next contact with the Moravians was with
Peter Bohler. On ^eb. 7,1737, he met Peter Bonier,
and while going to Oxford on the 17th of that month
he and Bohler discussed doctrines. After Bohler heard
•'esley oreach he said, "My brother, my brother, that
1
ohilosoohy of yours must be purged away." On March
4th he writes, "I found my brother recovering from his
pleurisy; and with him Peter Bohler: by whom (in the
hand of the great God ) I was, on Sunday 5th, clearly
convinced of unbelief; and of want of that faith where-
2
by alone we are saved." Thurs. 23. I met Peter
Bohler again, and who now amazed me more and more,
by the account he gave of the fruits of living faith- the
holiness and hapoiness which he affirmed to attend it.
The next morning I began the Greek Testament ag&in,
resolving to abide by the 'law and the testimony, 1
being confident that God would hereby show me whether
this doctrine was of God."
On Saturday, A^ril, 32,1738, Lesley and Bohler
discuesed the nature of faith, which doctrine as in-
t erpreted by the la tter ".'esley accented. "Sat. 22.
1. Ibid, 7ol. I, 83. 2. Ibid, 84
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I met peter 3ohler once more. I had now no objec-
tion to what he said of the nature of faith, namely,
that it is 'a sure trust and confidence which a man
hath in God, that through the merits of Christ his sins
are forgiven, and he reconciled to the favor of God. 1
Neither could I deny either the happiness or holiness
which he described as fruits of this living faith.
•The Spirit itself beareth witness "'ith our spirit,
that we are the children of God,' and ! He that believ-
eth hath the witness in himself, 1 fully convinced me
of the former, as 'Whosoever is born of God doth not
commit sin,' and 'Vfliosoever believeth is born of God 1
1
did of the latter."
Such were the meeting of Lesley with Bohler.
Marvelous blessings attended Bohler's discourses, and
a work was begun as wesley says, "such as will never
2
come to an end, till heaven and earth pass away."
The record of Bohler's meetings with the "esleys
is interesting to read according to his account as
written to Zinzendorf. "I traveled with two brothers,
John and Charles Lesley.... The elder, John, is a
good-natured man: he knew he did not properly believe
on the Savi or, and was willing to be taught . Of
1. Living Thought of "esley, o. 211,12
2. Quoted by Tyerman, Life of John Tesley, Vol. I, p. 181
I)
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faith in Jesus they have no other idea than the gen-
1
erality of people have."
These meetings with Bohler possibly had more
influence uoon "esley's life than any other. This is
especially true when we consider that he w? s taught
to expect this witness when he should be converted,
and that under Bohler' s teaching he was finally
brought to Jesus as hie personal Savior.
(3) Possibly the visit of Lesley to Hurnhut sealed
the ~ork already begun by Spangenberg and Bohler.
It was here he met Zinzendorf, whose theology has been
described as one of the heart. "The one idea which
controlled ^inzendorf's life was the thought.... which
he exoressed by the words, Herzensreligion, 'heart
2
religion."1
Under the date of Thursday, July 6, 1738, Wesley
writes, "The count carried me with him to the count of
Solmes.... and here I continually met with what I sought
for, viz., living proofs of the oower of faith, persons
saved from inward as well as outward sin, by 'the love
of God shed abroad in their heart; ' and from all
doubt and fear by the abiding witness of the love of
God shed abroad and the Holy Ghost given unto them. 1 "
1.Methodist Magazine, 1854, p. 687 a.uoted by Ibid, 181,2.
Vol. XII, 516.
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Again on Sunday, July 9th, he writes, "The count
preached in the old castle.... to this effect:
"1. Justification is the forgiveness of sins.
"2. The moment a man flies to Christ he is
justified.
"3. He hap oeace with God....
"4. Not perhaps may he know he is justified, till
long after.
"5. ?or the assurance of it is distinct from
justification.
During this visit he met others who taught him
about the witness of the Spirit* In his" Plain Acc ount
of Christian Perfecti on" Lesley tells of meeting with
Arvid Gardin. He says, "After he had given me an
account of his experience I desired him to give me in
writing a definition of 'the full assurance of faith'
which he did in the following words, 'Reoose in the
"blood of Christ; a firm confidence in God, and persuasion
of His favor; the highest tranquility, serenity, and
peace of mind, with a deliverance from every fleshly
desire, and cessation of all, even inward sins.'
"This was the first account I ever heard from
any living man of what I had before learned for my-
self from the Oracles of God, and had been oraying for...
1
and expecting for several years"
.
1. Plain Account of Christian Perfection, 252
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Under the date of August 8,1738, he writes of
another whom he met in Germany, "On "ednesday and
Thursday I had an opportunity of talking with
Michael Linner.... "^our times I enjoyed the "bless-
ing of hearing him preach.... Thrice he described
the state of those who are 'weak in faith 1 .... who
have received the forgiveness through the "blood
of Jesus.... before they are comforted by the abid-
ing witness of the Soirit."
(4) 3efore passing from the influence of the Mor-
avians upon Lesley let us note the presence of the
teaching of the witness of the Spirit in their
creeds and liturgy. In the Easter Litany of the
Moravian Church (1749) which is the chief confession
of that organization, we read:
"I believe in the Holy Ghost.... that He
should bear witness with our spirit that we are
the children of God, and teach us to cry Abba,
Father.
The n Synod of 1S59" wrote, "5. The doctrine
of the Holy Ghost and the operations of His grace:
tha t it is He who works in us the knowledge of
l.Sche'ff, op. cit., Vol. Ill, p. 802
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of sin, faith in Jesus, and the witness that we
1
are the children of God." V.'hile this is a
century or more later than the period of which
we write, still it shows the trace of the doctrine
of the witness of the Soirit.
Until Lesley met the Moravians faith had meant
an entellectual acceptance of the creeds. But
when Spangenberg and Bonier taught him the meaning
of faith in Christ as self surrender, personal trust,
and having as its central object the atonement of
Christ, faith became living. He began to believe
that forgiveness through faith was sustained by
the supernatural, and wad testified to by the Holy
Spirit. "Wesley confessed that Bonier 1 s teaching
was the true gospel teaching.... All dates from
2
his final acceptance of 3ohler' s teaching."
This was the pivot around which the transformation
of "'esley's life and future doctrines was to center.
5. A final source of Tesley's doctrine is to
be discovered in his conversion, and attendant
witness of the Spirit. Psychologically this
source is of the greatest import.
1. Ibid, Vol. Ill, p. 881
2. The Contemporary Review, J.N.Riggs, "Lesley,"
187 R, pp.a.^fi, fil
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(l). There had been planted into his mind the
idea that he was to expect this witness of the
Spirit when converted. The first thing Spangenberg
asked him was whether or not he had the witness
of the Spirit that he was a child of God. Bohler
continually referred to the necessity of knowing
that one's sins are forgiven, and that the Spirit
witnesseth with his spirit that he is converted.
Wesley turned to his Greek Testament to find this
doctrine, whether or not it was of God, and in
Romans 8:15, 13 he discovered it. Zinzendorf
preached to him thpt he should receive this witness.
In the testimonies which he heard at He^nhut there
was a continual reiteration of a possession of
this witness. '.Vesley likewise expected that when
he believed he whould "have the 7,'itness in himself."
He lacked peace before his conversion, and
longed for the peace which would come when the
Spirit witnessed with his spirit that he was God ! s
child. On May 19, 1738, a few days before his
conversion (May 24) he wrote to a friend:

3?
"I am under the same condemnation.... I know
every thought, every temper of my soul, ought to
hear God's image and superscription. But how am
I fallen from the glory of Godl I feel that 'I am
sold under sin. 1 I know that I deserve nothing
but wrath, being full of all abominations.... I
am unholy.... I am a. sinner, meet to be consumed.
"Yet I hear a voice.... saying, 'Believe and thou
shalt be saved.'....
"0 let no one deceive us by vain words, as if
we had already attained this faith I By its fruits
we shall know. Do we already feel 'peace with God,
and 'joy in the Holy Ghost'? Does 'his Spirit
bear witness with our spirit that we are the chil-
dren of God 1 ? Alas, with mine he does not."
In this we see the cry of his heart for peace
which should attend the witness of the Spirit.
He had been taught that his agony of soul resulted
because his sins had not been forgiven, and he
had not been justified, which experience he would
know had taken place only when he had the witness
of the Spirit that he was a child of God. It
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would thus be natural that when converted, and when
peace should come, that he should interpret this
as the witness of the Spirit. When he wrote his
doctrine of conversion central to it should be
this view of the witness of the Holy Spirit.
This is especially true when he finds a biblical
basis for his teaching and experience as he did in
coaans 8:15, 15, where so plainly the Spirit is
said to witness "with our spirit that we are the
children of CrOd."
(2) At the time of his conversion he found
this calm assurance which he ha.d so long sought.
In seeking for this he said, "Besides I well saw,
no one could (in the nature of things) have such
a sense of forgiveness, and not feel it.... I was
now thoroughly convinced, and by the grace of God,
I resolved to seek it unto the end: 1. By abso-
lutely renouncing all dependence-... upon my own
works of righteousness, on which I had grounded
my hope of salvation.... 2. By adding to the con-
stant use of all the other means of grr-ce, contin-
ual prayer for this very thing, justifying, sav-
ing faith.-.. I continued to 6~ek it till Wednesday,
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May 24. I think it was about five in the morn-
ing that I opened my Testament on those words,
1 There are given unto us exceeding great and
precious promises, even that ye should be partakers
of the divine nature 1 (2Pet. 1:4). Just as I
went out, I opened it again on those words: "Thou
art not far from the kingdom of God"....
"In the evening I went very unwillingly to a
society in Aldersgate Street, where one was read-
ing Luther's oreface to the Epistle to the Romans.
About a quarter before nine, while he was describing
the change which God works in the heart through faith
in Christ, I felt my heart strangely warmed. I
feel I did trust in Christ, Christ alone, for
salvation; and an assurance was given me, that He
had taken away my sins, even min§, and saved me
from the law of sin and death....
"My soul continued in neace.... I walked in
1
peace"
He had found peace through the assurance
which was given him that his sins had been taken
a?/av. It was this for which he had striven, and
1. Journal, Vol. I, pp. 101-103 passim.
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which he had expected to crown his long search.
It was from his own experience that he could then
proclaim the doctrine of the joint testimony of the
Holy Soirit and the human spirit that one is a
child of God. His then was an experience centered
doctrine, taught in the Bible and verified by his
own life. Whatever other sources may exist for his
doctrine, this is the crowning one. He could not
rewrite his doctrine without going back to May
24, 1738, "about a quarter to nine" when his heart
was strangely warmed, and he felt the rssurance,
a.nd altering that experience.
His was an "I know" dogma, taught by Paul,
urged to be sought for by Bohler, held out as the
hope of salvation by Spangenberg, and above all
a motivating influence in his spiritual life.
"Tien he preached to others about conversion nec-
essarily he would urge them to seek forgiveness
until the possessed the witness of the Spirit that
the work had been wrought. When he made the doc-
trinal statement for the Uethodist church, there
is little wonder that among these creedal sermons
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should be found three on this joint witness of the
Holy Spirit and the human soirit or conscience.
He had found a doctrine which the ^ible affirmed,
and the Heformers accepted. The "inner light" of
the Quakers became the inner witness of the Spirit.
The calm persuasion of Calvin was transmuted into
the assurance of a supernatural evidence. The
subjective hope of Luther is now in Lesley a "heart
strangely warmed." As he wrote, "I apprehended
that the whole Christian church of the first cen-
turies enjoyed it.... Arid I really conceive, both
from the Harmonia Confessionura and whatever else
I have occasionally read that all the reformed
church of Europe did once believe it.... ^very
true church has the divine evidence of being in
favo* with God.... I know likewise that Luther,
Melanchthon and many other (if not all) of the
reformers frequently and strongly assert that
everv believer is conscious of his own acceotance
1
with God, and that by a supernatural evidence."
1. licClintock and Strong, Biblical Theological and
Ecclesiastical Cyclopedia, Vol- I, p. 485.
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Chapter three. The History of the
Doctrine of Assurance.
I. The Doctrine of Assurance and Lesley's
Doctrine of the •'.'itness °f "the Spirit'.
There are two types of the doctrine of assur-
ance 'vhich are ofttiraes confused. Some theologians
write of the doctrine of assurance and refer to the
theory of Christian certainty whereby they defend
the authority of the 3ible, the finality of the
Christian religion, and the grounds of belief in
the assurity that Christianity is the true religion.
Others assume that when they write of assurance
they mean that definiteness of knowledge, possessed
by the regenerate individual, thc?t he is a child
of God. Still others, as Robbins in " The Doctrine
of Assurance in Recent Protestant Theology, go
back and forth from the assurance of salvation
to the certainty of the Christian religion with
no breaks in their arguments.
As noted in the Introduction, we understand
the doctrine of assurance to have reference to the
assurance of salvation, and in no manner to be
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connected with the problem of the defense of the
Christian faith, or a statement of the metaphys-
ical theory of religious authority. However, we
must note that the evidence of Christian exper-
ience stands as one of the highest apolegetic
arguments for the veracity of the claims of
Christianity. We then define assurance of sal-
vation as the knowledge which the regenerated
possess concerning their adoption as sons of God.
It is at this point that Lesley's doctrine of the
witness of the Spirit is in accord with the doctrine
of the assurance of salvation. To -esley the goal
for every Christian was to possess the assurance
that he was a child of God. He often speaks of
one "being regenerated "and knowing it" . In his
theology it would be impossible for one to be con-
verted "and not know it", unless it was during
some abnormal experience of ill health or other
highly terrifying strain. Wesley appealed to
experience for the assurance of salvation. He
said that "I know I am a Christian because I have
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the witness of the Spirit."
Vith this distinction in mind let us lay the
background for Lesley's doctrine "by a brief out-
line of the history of the assurance of salvation.
II. Types of the Doctrine of Assurance.
Six various doctrines of assurance have been
held by the Christian Church, and each is distinct
in its broad outlines from the others. Let us
note these doctrines in detail.
1. The Doctrine of the Catholic Church. Gen-
erally the doctrine of assurance previous to the
Reformation was denied by Catholic theologians.
The system of penance, and father confessors and
indulgences, which had been developed through
the centuries, was contrary to the idea of a per-
sonal, direct contact with Cod, whereby one
knew that he was regenerated. Workman says,
" This doctrine of assurance was altogether contra-
dictory to the rhole scheme of indulgence, pen-
1
ance, purgatory and sacerdotalism in general."
In answer to a query of a sick woman seeking
to know that her sins were forgiven, Gregory the
1. '-orkman, Op. cit. v ol. I, p. 35.
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Great wrote, "Thou oughtest not to become secure
about thy sins, except when, in the last day
of life, thou shalt be able no longer to bewail
them. But until that day comes, thou oughtest
ever suspicious and fearful to be afraid of faults,
1
and wash them with daily tears."
'•'e are forced to hold with Fisher thrt the
scholastic conception of justification had no
foundation for assurance. "Under the scholastic
conception of justification and of the nature of
faith, no foundation for assurance, for a sure and
established confidence in one's Christian standing,
could exist. Aacording to Aquinas, the only means
open for attaining an assured hope are certain
signs or indications which, however, afford no
certainty, and an immediate revelation from God
which is sometimes given to indi\*iduals as a
2
soecial privilege." While Aquinas held that
God might give a special revelation of one's stand-
ing, this is but rarely found to exist. So in
reality this on e hope of finding assurance of
1. Gregory the Great, Epistles, VI, p. 25.
2. Fisher, Hist, of Ch. Doctrine, p. 250
t1
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cersonal salvation in the -ore-Reformation period
1.
vani shed
.
It would "be expected that the "morning star
of the Reformation, " Wyclif, would hold this
doctrine. But in fact he denies it. He writes,
"No one can know, not even the Fope, whether he
be of the Church or whether he be a limb of the
c
fiend."
The Roman view can be summarized thus, "The
Roman Catholic church remained by the position
that assurance of being in a state of grace is
an exceptional gift, the great majority of be-
lievers being obliged to be satisfied with a
3
probability on this subject."
"TChen we come to the post-Reformation period,
even the possibility of this assurance which
Aquinas would permit disappears, lie find the
Council of Trent most positive in denying that
one may know of a certainty that he is in a state
of divine grace. "....Yet it is not to be said,
that sins are forgiven or have been forgiven to
anyone who boasts of his confidence and certain-
1. Aquinas, Summa Totius Theologiae, rart II, I, Quest. lj.2
2. "orkma.n, Dawn of the Reformation, I, p. 176, Art.
5
3. Sheldon, History of Christian doctrine, Vol.11 ,op.l?fe-9
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anyone who boasts of his confidence and certain-
ty of the remission of his sins; seeing that
it may exist, yea does in our day exist, amongst
heretics and schismatics; and with great vehe-
mence is this vain confidence, and one alien from
all godliness, oreached up in opposition to the
Catholic church ... .even so each one, when he
regards himself, and his own weakness and indis-
position, may have fear and apprehension touch-
ing his own grace; seeing that no one can know
with a certainty of faith, which cannot be sub-
ject to error, that he has obtained the grace of
1
Sod."
More specifically we read, "Except by special
revelation no one can know whom God hath elected
....No one, moreover.... ought to be so as to
presume as regards the secret mystery of divine
predestination, as to determine for certain that
he is assuredly in the number of the predestinate
.... for efcceot by special revelation, it cannot
2
be known whom CTod hath chosen unto himself."
1. Canoes et ^ecreta Bogmatica Concilii Tridentine,
Sixth Session, Chao. IX, in Schaff, 0r>. Cit.
Vol. 11,98,99.
2. Sixth session, Hhap. XII, Schaff, oo. cit. 103.
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This ngain is the old position of Aquinas reaf-
firmed, with the underlying thought of the im-
possibility of such a revelation.
Robert "'ellarmin brings out the current dis-
cussion between the Catholics and the Protestants
thus, "The question in debate between Romanists
and the Reformed was, Whether anyone should or could
without a special revelation, be certain with the
certainty of a divine faith, to which error in no
way pertains, that his sins are remitted?" To
1
which the Romanists said "ITo."
Moehler in his Symbolik shows the position (5f
the Romanists with reference to assurance of srl-
vation. "Catholics have no criterion by which to
distinguish the operations of grace from the
achievements of man, and assurance is impossible
. .
.
.
'"'ithout false security(the Catholic) awaits
the dav on which Ck>d shall oroduce his final
2
reward.
"
After the eformation one divergent Catholic
opinion i s found. The Catholic scholar Katharinus
1. Bellarmin, Justification, Liber III, cap. 3.
2. "oehler, Symbolik, pp. 154-6
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did not believe that the authority of the scholas-
tics was binding, and affirmed that the certitudo
gratiae, or certitude of grace, was in accordance
1
with the doctrine of Home. His opinion did not
receive the sanction of universal Catholic belief
and can be accepted as a divergent view from the
standard
.
However, in modern Roman theology Alphonso
Leguori has made a place for assurance. It is not
the assurance of one's conscience, or of the "inner
light," or of the witness of the Spirit. It is
a certainty of grace resting upon the authority
of the father confessor. The father confessor, he
affirms, because of his srcerdotal oosition can
2
avow to the penitent that his sins are forgiven.
But still the great dividing line between
Romanists and Protestants remains as the doctrine
of assurance, Romanists denying it, except by spec-
ial revelation, and Protestants affirming it.
Schaff sums u"o the position of the two groups thus,
"Assurance of justification and salvation: denied
(except on the ground of a special revelation)
by Roman Cathol ics; asserted by Protestants (though
1. Eastings, "nqftlopedia of Religion and Ethics Vol . Ill
,
p. 326
£» Harnnck, niatojiy of "ognid, Vyi. Vll, p.lOB =
1•
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1
in different degrees)"
2. The Lutheran Doctrine of Subjective and
Objective Assurance. Two oositions have been
held by the Lutherans with reference to assurance.
Luther himself affirmed his belief in the possibility
of a subjective assurance that one was in a. state of
grace. With this he laid the foundation whereby
his followers could affirm that assurance was also •
objective in that ^-od through the instrumentality
of the Bible assures the believer that he is in
favor with Him.
(l) Luther firmly denounced the position of
the Romanists with reference to salvation and as-
surance in no uncertain tones. In his commentary
on Galatians, he writes, "The pope by this infamous
dogma (concerning assurance) by which he had com-
manded men to doubt respecting the favor of God
toward themselves, had banished God and all the
promises from the church, overthrown the benefits
of Christ and abolished the entire gosoel. Such
unwholesome results necessarily follow, because
men deoend not uoon the oromising God, but uoon
2
heir own works and merits."
1. Schaff, Op. cit., Trol. I, p. 925.
2. Tiiithpr. CnmmPTi*aTY qj\ trh° %>i fltle to the Galationo—Chnp —4
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(2) Luther believed in the possibility of sub-
jective assurance of salvation for the believer.
As Dorner happily say# he had tasted the assurance
of reconciliation through Christ and wrote it into
his doctrine. "There is therefore such a thing
as personal assurance; we may feel the crying of
the Spirit in the heart; for it is at the same time
the cry of the heart itself, the Spirit cried with
all power, i.e., with the whole and a full heart,
so that the whole lives and moves in confidence
(Rom. 8:16,36). Thus thin crying of the Spirit
is nothing else than a mighty, strong, unwavering,
trustful looking with the whole heart to God as
a beloved Father.... The witness of the Holy Spirit
is just this, that by His operation our heart is
oossessed of consolation, confidence, and childlike
1
prayer." Thus we see that there is a subjective
assurance, a calm persuasion, of the certainty of
grace, but not an immediate, direct witness of the
Spirit as ^'esl ev ^-ould have us believe.
1. Luther's V.'erke von -'alch, v ol. Vii, 1030-33,
Quoted by Corner, Historv of Protestant mheology,
Vol. I, pp. 237,8
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(3) Again this subjective oersuasion is avowed
to exist along with the objective assurance of the
'."ord: "That we are God's children and may certain-
ly regard ourselves such, ^e have not of ourselves
or of the law; but it is the testimony of the
Holy Ghost who, against the law, and the feeling
of our unworthiness gives us, in our weakness, such
testimony and assures us of it. The testimony is
of such a nature that we also feel and experience
the -ower of the Holy Ghost which He works in us
through the ^ord, and our experience agrees with
the 'Vord or oreaching. For when in need and sorrow
you receive consolntion from the gospel, you can
feel this in you and thereby you overcome such
doubt and terror, bo that your heart firmly con-
cludes that you have a gracious God, and that you
no more flee from Him, but, in such faith, can
joyfully call uoon Him and expect aid from Him...
Such is the true inner witnesr hereby you learn
that the Holy Ghost is working in you. Besides you
have also external signs and marks, that He gives
you especial gifts, a spiritual understanding, grace
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and success in your calling, etc., that you hr-ve
rleasure and love for His Word, and confess the
1
same, even with danger of body and life."
It is thus through the illumination of the
T.'ord by the Holy Spirit that the soul is persuaded
of acceptance with God. This subjective assurance
coming from the Spirit and objective assurance
coming from the 'A ord unite to form the constant
persuasion that one is a. child of God.
On this score again Luther says, "Faith is not
acceptance of a list of doctrines, it is the cer-
2
tainty of the forgiveness of sins." "Faith arises
from reception of the ^ord, is the gift of the Holy
Spirit, with which inner witness are external signs
Here Luther is speaking of saving faith carrying
with it the certainty of the forgiveness of sins.
This position Lesley would deny. To Wesley assur-
ance of salvation is not a. part of saving faith,
but cornea by a direct witness of the Spirit.
(4) Luther denounces the position of Catholicism
that the believer remains in uncertainty as to
may
his state of gra ce. There be a fluctuation in
N
1. Quoted by the Lutheran Commentary on Romans,
from Luther's Commentary, p. 158.
2. Torks. Vol. 14. o. 12.
= ====__
3. Ibid, Vol. I, p. 126.
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the definiteness of this subjective and objective
assurance, nevertheless every believer may possess
1
this certainty.
(5) The great Reformer likewise in no uncertain
tones disavows his belief in the idea that assur-
ance comes through the church. Rome had taught
him to say that through indulgences, confessions,
penance and submission to the dictates of the
Catholic church he could be saved, and thrt he should
rest his certainty by living in accordance with her
commands, ^ut to him certainty of salvation, after
his great spiritual reformation through faith,
became e matter of the living definiteness of grace
2
working through his being.
(o) Luther's doctrine declared his belief in
the fact that we could be certain that our assurance
was of the Spirit and not of the flesh. Sheldon
says that he believed evidence of our sonship
was given in such a way as to effect in us "the
consciousness that what our heart testifies is the
result of the testimony of the Spirit and not the
5
imagination of the flesh." By this means Luther
1. See his Commentarv on Galatians, Chap. 4:S
2. Vv'orks, Vol. XX, p. 185
3. Sheldon, Op. Cit., Vol. II. p. 179.
1•
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at once stilled the clamoring of his critics who
said that this supposed testimony is the result
of the imagination, and not of the Holy ^irit
speaking to the consciousness and illuminating the
YTord
.
8« Calvin's Doctrine of Present and Future
Assurance. Calvin affirmed his belief in the
assurance of salvation as existing in the present,
"but to him the greater thought was the certainty of
final srlvation. To be assured of present grace is
to know t: at one is predestined to final salvation.
A definite doctrine of immediate assurance of one's
standing in the eight of Cod is impossible.
M,7ith Celvin a logical doctrine of assurance is
impossible, for inasmuch as the source of salvation
is external, in the immutable decrees, the certitude
of salvation must take form of a. special revelation"
(l) Calvin stated the fact that one could be
assured of the witness of the Spirit. On this
point he did now waver. He wrote, "He does not
simply state that the Spirit of God is witness-
ing to our soirit , but he uses a comoound verb
1.Workman, Op. Cit., Vol. I, p. 23.
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signifying to "bear witness together with another.
Paul means, the Spirit of God affords such a tes-
timony thrt our spirit can determine the rdoption
of God to be firm and unshrken.... ?or while the
Spirit testifies that we are the children of God
he at the same time infuses this confidence into
1
our minds." He is here commenting on Romans
8:15,16. This certainly proceedeth lot from
man's brain but is the testimony of the Spirit of
2
God". This is from the same passage'.
(2) The main emphasis in Calvin's system is on
the certainty of future more than of immediate
salvation. Hence the result was that the Reformed
churches placed more stress on the certainty of
future salvation than on the fact of the forgive-
ness of sins and of adoption. On this point Calvin
says, "Therefore, as God regenerates forever the
elect alone with incorruptible seed, so that the
seed of life planted in their hearts never perishes
so he firmly seals within them the grace of his
adoption, thrt it may be confirmed and ratified
1. Calvin's Commentary on the Eoistle to Romans,
2. Ibid.
II
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to their minds.... mhe Spirit properly seals re-
mission of sins in the elect alone, and they apply
it by a special faith to their own benefit.... He
vouchsafes to the elect alone, the living root of
1
faith, that they may persevere even to the end."
The Reformed churches claimed to have risen
above the certainty of mere human subjective convic-
tion to an immediate and final apprehension of
objective certainty of salvation as ultimately
2
founded upon the eternal divine purpose.
Hastie believes that the principle of absolute pre-
destination logically took shape as the ultimate
expression of Protestant reformers in their search
for a certain and infallible ground upon which to
3
ba.se the personal assurance of salvation.
(3) This doctrine of present and future cer-
tainty of salvation is expressed by a modern re-
formed theologian as follows, "It is God's present
forgiveness and acceptance of which we have ex-
perimental knowledge and which is the ground of
our confidence . •
.
. It is true.... our thought
1. Calvin, Institutes, Book III, p. 24
2. ^ee Hastings, Op. cit., Vol. Ill, p. 328.
3. Hastie, Theology of the Reformed Church, pn.231ff

reaches out inevitably to the future, and the con-
sciousness of present salvation, acceptance, and
forgiveness passes imperceptibly into the hope of
1
final salvation." This is a refinement of the doc-
trine of the Reformers. Lesley's reaction to this
phase of the doctrine is that today one may possess
the assurance of adoption, but through sin this
assurance can be lost. To him there ie no relation-
ship existent between immediate and final salvation.
This, of course, is due to his position with refer-
ence to apostasy, whereby he affirms that the truly
regenerate may fall from grace and finally soosta-
cixe
.
(4) It is necessary to note the distinction
which later Calvinistic theologians made between
faith and assurance. It is to be remembered that
Luther did not hold to such a distinction. Turretin,
Calvin's later representative, clearly defined faith
and assurance, so much so that the distinction
could be said to be accepted by Wesley.. He writes,
"The diversity which occurs between the orthodox
1. Brown, Christian Theology in Outline, 387
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has arisen from a different usage of the word
fiducia (confidence) which may be taken in three
senses: (1) For confident assent, or persuasion...
(2) For the act of fleeing to and receiving Christ.
(?) 7or confidence, satisfaction, and tranquility of
mind, which arises from the refuge of the mind to
Christ and reception of Him. In the first and second
sense confidence is of the essence of faith, is
rightly said by theologians to be its form; because
.... it is confidence in the gospel. 3ut in the
third sense it is by others rightly said not to be
the form,l)ut the fruit, of faith; because it is
1
born from it, but does not constitute it."
Hence as Lesley would avow assurance is the fruit
of faith, and not rn inseparable oart of faith.
The earlier theologians of the Reformation in
their desire to make justifying faith the final
ideal regarded assurance as a necessary implication
of it. As Cunningham says, "The Reformers in
general maintained its necessity and in order,
as it were to secure it in the speediest and most
effectual way, usually represented it as necessa.rily
1. Turretin, 0^>. cit. Le s. 15; Quaest. 10
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involved in the very nature of the first comoleted
1
act of saving faith."
But the Westminister 0onfession, following
the lead of Turretin, broke away from this and
maintained that believers may attain unto "an in-
fallible assurance of faith, founded upon the divine
truth of the oromised salvation, the inward evidences
of those graces unto which these promises are made,
the testimony of the Spirit witnessing with our
soirits that we are the children of God.... This
infallible assurance doth not so belong to the
essence of faith but that a true believer may wait
long, and conflict with many difficulties before
2
he be a partaker of it."
It was this distinction which finally prepared
the way for Lesley's doctrine of the direct witness
of the Soirit to the believer's adoption. For
if saving faith and assurance were the same, there
could be no separate witness of the Spirit.
Lesley through the line of the Moravians
elevated this distinction, and completely separated
assurance from the doctrine of faith as trie ground
1 . Cunningham, Historical '-"neology, Vol. 11.70
Quoted by Sheldon, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 179
3 /Vootmino tor Confoo oion, Ch 18
11
-
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of salvation. He made assurance not an integral
part of saA'ing faith, but the result of the Spirit's
witness that through faith one had been regenerated;
the Modern Anglican church accepts this distinction,
and makes assurance subjective and individual.
Strong writes, "It is certainly subjective; that is
it comes not only to the church as a. whole, but to
each individual soul.... The peace which comes to
those who receive the Holv Ghost inspires them
1
with certainty."
4. The Inwardness of Religious Certainty- the
"Inner Light" of the Quakers. The test of certainty
with the Quakers was not whether the church affirmed
that one would be saved by following its regime a.s
the Romanists avowed or whether the Spirit spoke
through the Bible as the Lutherans believed, or
whether with the Calvinists one had attained unto
the hope of eternal election, resting upon the divine
decrees, but it was the inwardness of divine assur-
ance coming through "the inner light." The test
of this bece.me the test of certainty, and this
experience was "the inner light."
1. Strong, ^anual of Theology, p. 7Z6
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George Fox wrote, "I was commanded to turn people
to that inward light.... by which nil might know
1
their salvation." "The light is that which teechest
2
thus of God in yourself." Every man according
to ^ox has in him a oortion of this "inner light"
which is of the Spirit. In regeneration this Light
is strengthened, and is the source of the certainty
of salvation. This becomes a separate revelation,
distinct from the Bible, though it can be tested
by the seme
.
The Quakers insisted upon the trustworthiness
of this religious consciousness in the matters of
assurance, and thus restated *"he doctrine of Paul.
This "light" was tested by the unity of Christian
consciousness as the final authority, that is, by
the united church of believers possessing the
"light". It would thus seem that authority rests
primarily in the individual consciousness, as
tested and affirmed by the church and not in the Bible.
Rufus II. Jones, a modern exponent of early
Quaker doctrines, states this theory thus, WTha.t
I am I, is the clearest of all facts, but nobody
could prove i t to me if I lacked the testimony of
1 . J our nr 1 , "ol . I , o . 36
2. Ibid, Vol. I 34?/
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consciousness. I know thrt I have found freedom
from the sense of sense.-, peace through the for-
giveness, only because I know it, because it is
witnessed within, not "because some man in sacred
oast has announced it, or because I have read it
1
j.n some book, that such an experience is mine."
5. Lesley's Doctrine of the Joint Witness.
""esley's doctrine consists of the joint ritnees of
the divine and the human soirits. (l) It is not
to be understood, as we shall point out in the next
chapter, that this doctrine was not new to '•'•esley,
for he ouoted from Homilies of the Church of England,
and from Hooker. But with him it became a working
creed. Wesley 1 a father said to him while dying,
"The inner witness, son, the inner witness; this is
3
the proof, the strongest proof of Christianity."
As his father died in 1735, some years before the
formation of his doctrine, we see that the theory
wa,s current at that time.
(r) Vhen '-esley learned that the Hernhuters
1. Jones, Social Law in the Spiritual ^orld, p. 171
2. Hooker, '.Vorks, III, p. 673.
3. quoted by Workman, opt,', cit., I, p. 138.

a 3
.
combined the witness of the Spirit with the taking
of the Communion, which was the extreme view of the
Moravians, he could not accent the doctrine in this
form; hut stated his theory as a twofold witness
coming directly from the Spirit and the human spirit.
In Lesley's revival he reaffirmed the doctrine of
the witness of the Spirit which had been latent all
the while, as Luther had reaffirmed the nature of
1
justification by faith. The distinctive addi-
tion which he ma.de emphasized this joint testimony
and affirmed that (a) assurance is possible to all
believers; (b) assurance is S direct witness of the
Holy Spirit; (c) assurance is confirmed by the in-
direct witness of the conscience.
(3) Lesley took the various types of assurance
as his heritage and reinterpreted them. From the
fathers of the church assurance was basei on the
Bible, as interpreted by tradition-hence authority
came through the church, the highest voice of tra-
dition interpreting the Bible. Luther swings
from the church to the Bible, as the authority of
salvation, olus the subjective testimony of the
1. Hastings, Op. cit., Vol. Ill, 329
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Holy Spirit. Pietism in the age of formalism in
the Lutheran church pieced its emphasis on the
Holy Spirit as interpreting the Bible end illumin-
ating the soul, "he Quakers held to the doctrine
of an inner illumination coming from the Spirit,
and independent of the Bible, as the source of
authority and assurance.
Wesley adds fire to the doctrine of the Pietists
and Quakers, and with the witness of the Spirit of
Luther, he combines the idea of a direct witness
of the Spirit, plus the testimony of the conscience
and of good works, ^rom this he builds his doctrine
of assurance of salvation. To him the church alone
is not suffieient. He would not cast it off.
But with the voice of the church must come the direct
witness of the Spirit before one is assured of his
salvation. ?ttiile he accepts the Bible as the
final source of Christian doctrine, it alone cannot
assure one of acceptance with God. This remains
for the Spirit to do. The illumination of the
Spirit through an "inner light" must be vivified
by an immediate testimony of the Soirit combining
with a similar testimony of the conscience before
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one can know "that he is saved." "hen such tes-
timonies exist then one is regenerated "and knows
it", as Lesley would say.

66.
Chapter ^our. An Analysis of Wesley's
Doctrine
I Distinction Between Justifying Faith and the Wit-
ness of the Spirit.
As has been note! in the history of the doc-
trine of assurance end in the study of the source
of Lesley's doctrine, he made a distinction between
justifying faith and the witness of the Spirit, or
assurance of salvation. ^'hile he affirms that it
is the common privilege of every believer he denies
that it is of the esrence of justifying faith.
Assurance is not a part of saving faith, as Turren-
tin has so clearly pointed out,- but it is a result
of that faith. Justifying faith ourchases salva-
tion; while assurance comes after the process of
redemption is finished.
On this subject "'esley Says, "Is justifying
faith a sense of pardon? Negatur. 1. ^veryone
is deeply concerned to understand this question
well; but preachers most of all. 2. 3y justifying
faith I mean thr t faith which whosoever hath it not
is under wrath and the curse of God. Bji a sense
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sense of pardon I mean a distinct explicit assur-
ance that my sins are forgiven. I allow (l) that
there is an explicit assurance; (2) that it is the
common privilege of real Christians; (3) that it
is the prooer Christian faith which 'purifieth the
heart 1 and 1 ove cometh the world.' But I cannot
allow that justifying faith is such an assurance,
or necessarily connected therewith. 3. because if
justifying faith necessarily implies such an ex-
plicit assurance of pardon, then everyone who has
it not and everyone so long as he has it not is
under the wrath and the curse of God. ^ut this
supposition is contrary to Scripture as well as to
e±r)erience. Contrary to x sa. 50:10 and Acts 10:34
35. Again, the assertion ' justifying faith is
a sense of pardon, 1 is contrary to reason: it is
flatly absurd. 7or how can a sense of uardon be
1
the condition of our receiving it?"
1. Here two distinct elements are set before us
justifying faith, and the sense of pardon, or
assurance. Justifying faith, in Wesley's Arminian
1 .Works, XII, 109-110.
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theology, is the approach to God. After the steps
of repentance, and forsaking of sin, Thich lead
up to conversion, have been taken, justifying
faith believes that the work is accomplished, and
that God freely forgives through the atonement of
Christ. It is the means of obtaining justifica-
tion in the sight of God, or adoption into the
family of God. It is the first element, and when
its work is accomplished it is no longer related to
the process. faith* V.'esley describes as: "The
only instrument of salvation is faith, thr t is,
a sure trust and confidence that God both hath
and will forgive our sins, that he hath accepted
us again into his favor, for the merits of Christ 1 s
1
death and passion." Faith is the necessary condi-
tion of justification. Yes, and the only necessary
2
condition thereof."
2. The sense of pardon, as the second element,
comes after justifying faith has purchased redemp-
tion. This assurance foll ows the act of justifica-
1. Sermons, Vol. I, p. 50
2. Ibid, Vol. I. p.* 51.
•1
s
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tion. It may vary in strength, and constancy in
different individuals, still it exists when one
is a believer. Lesley would say that it does not
always come immediately after one is pardoned,
but soon after it will be experienced. While it
m^y follow immediately after, faith accepts for-
giveness, and so soon after that one cannot dis-
tinguish the one act from the other, still it would
be contrary to Lesley's theology to say that they
are identical. On this score he is most positive.
As we have seen elsewhere in making this distinc-
tion he is following the statement of the Westminster
Confession and Turrentin.
II. Caivinistic doctrine Opposed to the
Witness of the spirit.
•Vesley ! s intense Arminianism made him feel
the necessity of warning Ca^inists of their doctrine
of final assurance as being opposed to the witness
of the Spirit, and hence to the Pauline dogma as
expressed in Romans 8:15,16. He felt tHat the
theory of Calvinism limited the atonement to the
elect, and in so dj)ing it obstructed the doctrine
of the witness of the Spirit. It must be remem-
iI
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bered thfit during the time of V.'esley the demark-
ation "between Arminianism and Calvinism was defin-
ite. It was a choice between one or the other
oosition. Men arranged themselves on sides as
ooposing armies. To us who live in an ege when
theological distinctions are rapidly disappearing,
it is difficult to understand Lesley's antagonism.
"And a.8 to you," writes -'-esley, "who believe
yourselves the elect of God, what is your happi-
ness? I hope not a notion, a speculative belief,
a bare opinion of 9f *n? kind: but a. feeling pos-
sessing of Sod's Spirit, wrought in vou by the
Holy Ghost, or the witness of God f s Spirit with
your spirit that you are a child of ~od. This
otherwise termed 'the full assurance of faith,'
is the true ground of Christian happiness. And
it does indeed imply a full assurance that all your
past sins are forgiven, and that you ere now a
child of God. But it does not necessarily Imply
a full assurance of your future perseverance..-.
Now this witness of the Spirit, experience shows
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to be much obstructed by this doctrine . • .And I
appeal to any of you who hold this doctrine, to
say between God and your own hearts, whether you
have not often a return of doubts and fears con-
cerning your election or perseverance? If you ask,
Tho has not? I answer, very few of those what
hold this doctrine- but many. -.many of those who
hold it not... hrve enjoyed the uninterruoted
witness of His Spirit, the continual light of
His countenance, from the moment they first believed
1
for many months or years to this dry."
This is another wev 'ealey had of saying that
the witness of the Spirit testified to one's
present salvation, but not to his final persever-
ance. His theology contained no place for a belief
in election or perseverance. He held that one
could be genuinely converted, possess the definite
witness of the Soirit, backslide, and finally
lose his soul. Such views are contrary to the
doctrine of Calvinism. ^or " resley the atonement
was unlimited, justifying faith, when the condi-
tions were met, purchased redemption ffcr all men.
1. Sermons, TTol . I, p. 485
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'.Vhile the theory of Calvinism limited the atonement
to the elect, which election assured one of final
salvation. To him salvation was present, and not
final, and the witness of the Spirit assured one
of his immediate status before God, but not of
his final perseverance.
III. Lesley's definition of the "'itnesr, of
the Spirit.
'Vesley defines the testimony of God's Spirit
as "an inward impression on the soul, whereby the
Soirit of God directly witnesses to my spirit,
that I era e child of God; that Jesus -hrist hath
loved me, and given Himself for me; and thrt all
my sins are blotted out, and I, even I, am recon-
1
ciled to God." Let us note the distinctive el-
ements entering into this witness.
1. It is an inward impression coming to the
60ul. As Luther would say it is a subjective
experience coming to the soul. In clarifying this
doctrine Pope says that this assurance is the
"gift of the Holy Ghost, whose office is to bear
2
witness to th e conscience ..."
1. Sermon s, Vol. I, p. 8
7
2. Pope, Compendium of Theology, v ol. Ill, p. 115
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This imnression is infused dynamically urion the
human consciousness. It comes directly from
the Snirit, and is not produced through human
instrumentalities. Lesley ^ould deny that it
is the result of psychological forces, which
through a strong desire, or wish, end in 8 suoioosed
testimony from the Spirit. It is supernatural
in nature and origin.
2. It operates urton the human spirit, speaks
to the conscience. It comes not as a vision,
nor does it speak in audible tones. It effects
nevertheless an unmistakable impression on the
soul that Good's Spirit is testifying.
3. It witnesses to a definite thing, of one's
adoption as a child of God. This witness affirms,
according to '"esley, that one is loved of Jesus,
that one's sins are blotted out, and that recon-
ciliation has been effected between the sinner and
God. Some writers, who accent Lesley's views on this
point, would disagree with him as to the nature
of the Spir it's witness, and would limit it to
II
4
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adoption as a child of God. ^or tnla is the lim-
itation set by the text in Romans, on which the
theory is builded.
IV. Assurance of Salvation a. Joint Witness.
Wesley interpreted the witness of the Spirit,
or the assurance of salvation, or the assurance of
faith, as often he called it, as consisting of the
joint testimony of both the Holy Spirit and the
witness of the human spirit. His sermons are
so full of this that one or two quotations will
suffice. He says:
"A second scriptural mark of those who are born
of God is hope.... This hope, (termed in the epistle
of the Hebrews, Chan. 10:22, and Chapter 6:11....
•the full assurance of faith and the full assurance
of hope, 1 expressions the best which our language
can afford, though far weaker than those in the
original), as described in Scripture, implied,
first, the testimony of our own spirit or conscience
that we walk 'in simplicity and godly sincerity; 1
but secondly, and chiefly, the testimony of the
Spirit of God 'bearing witness with, 1 or 'to our
11
f
1
1
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own soirit, that we are the children of God, 1
'and if children then heirs, heirs of God, and
1
jointheirs with Christ!"
1. ^irst we note the divine element in this
witness. "hroughout His writings, Sermons, Journal
and Notes, we find reference to this element.
It is the Holy Spirit himself. He refers to Gal.
4:6, where Paul writes, "Ye have received the spir-
it of adoption, whereby we cry, Abba Father."
His first discussion in Sermon X on "The ."itness
of the Spirit" is to define this divine Spirit as
the Spirit of -God, the Holy Spirit. This is not
the conscience speaking, but the conscience being
sooken to by a supernatural r>ower or person, the
Holy Ghost. This testimony of the Holy Spirit
precedes all love of God and all holiness, "of
conseouence it must -orecede our inward consciousness
thereof, or the testimony of our spirit concerning
2
them."
-esley would make it very clear that it is
God who speak s in his testimony, and not the fruit
1. Sermons, T6T. I, p. 157.
3. Ibid, p. 88
1
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of any righteousness or holiness. He would affirm
that if there be no divine testimony, then it may
be a "delusion of the devil," or the results of
an abnormal mind, or mode of thinking and hence
one would be deceived. He is definite on the
stand that when the Spirit witnesses, there is
no possible chance of deception. It is at this
point that the more recent Methodist theologians
disagree with Lesley. Sheldon says, "It is also
the method of producing conviction as to the per-
sonal standing of a believer before ~od. All
that is needed for assurance ordinarily is the
existence of vital spiritual affections"
2
Curtis says th.-t there are three methods by
which one may attain Christian assurance, which
are: (1) Inference from the fact that we possess
Christian traits; (2) Conscience may affirm this
when we have peace of conscience. (3) The Holy
Spirit can augment this assurance of conscience
to what is really an intuition that 3od has for-
given the sinner. (4) Finally there is the witness
of the Spirit. But this last testimony is not
1. Sheldon, System of Christian Doctrine, p. 473
2. curtis, The Christian *aith, pp. 367-9
I«
1
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as definite as that of -esley.
2. There is also the concomitant human testimony,
or the witness of the human spirit. It is this
second element which most recent writers emphasize
while '",'esley makes it subordinate to the witness
of the Holy Spirit. This is usually the testimony
of the conscience, "even the testimony of our own
conscience, that God hath :iven us to be holy of
1
heart and holy in outward conversation." It
is the unmistakable evidence or consciousness of
having received the spirit of adoption, and of
having a loving heart toward all the children
of God. It is a consciousness of being inwardly
conformed by the Spirit of God to the image of the
Son, and that we "walk before him in justice, mercy,
and truth, doing those things which are olsasing
2
in his sight."
Let us note how Sheldon would interpret this
human testimony. He says, "Assurance may not be
so of the essence of justifying faith that the
absence of the one is the oroof of the lack of
1. Sermons, Vol. I, p*. 87
2. Ibid.
*m
1
c
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the other. ..But to deny that the normal Christian
consciousness contains the element of assurance,
as defined above, is to go in the face of the
most explicit teachings of the New Testament....
Some of these words cited imply that at the "basis
os assurance there is a witnessing "both of the
1
divine Spirit and man's spirit." Sheldon lacks
the definiteness of Wesley as to a knowledge of
this consciousness coming as a crisis. Elsewhere
he writes that there may be no consciousness of a
decisive spiritual crisis, "as there may be in
o
fact no such crisis."
But to Lesley there was always a crisis, as
was true in his experience, to v;hich the conscience
bore witness. Vvith this writer, as with Lesley,
this assurance is the testimom/ of a good conscience.
Sheldon feels thrt Lesley gave too little space
to his human testimony, thinking in reality that
the spontaneous conviction ^hich issues from
living spiritual affections is as strong a proof
of being; a ch ild of '"tod as is the direct witness
1. Sheldon, Oo, cit. 471.
2. Ibid, p. 369,70
4*
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of the Spirit. He would have us believe that
this conviction might exist without the other.
Put with Wesley this would never he true. The
two are always co-existent.
He also Relieved that Lesley's type of Witness,
being the orodact of the definite testimony of the
Holy Spirit, was sufficient to declare to one
that he had passed through the spiritual crisis
of conversion, hut that the human conviction was
far better for the normal religious life.
"Lesley's description," he says, "of the Holy Spirit's
agency, as consisting in the immediate production
of a specific conviction, applies far better to a
possible crisis or exceptional exigency in Christian
experience than to assurance as a standing fact
1
in a normal Christian life."
3. 'Vesley is not very clear as to how the
is
Holy Spirit witnesses to the soul, but heAdefinite
as to the mode in which the human soirit testifies.
"As to the witness of our spirit: The soul as
initmately and evidently perceives when it loves,
delights, end rejoices in God, as when it loves
and delights in anyghing on earth. And it can no
more doubt, whether it loves, delights and re-
l.Ibid, 473
!I
\ 1
•
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joices or no, than whether it exists or no."
If therefore this be just reasoning, "He that now
loves God, that delights and rejoices in him with
an humble joy, and holy delight, and an obedient
1
love, is a child of God." He rests upon the very
fundamental structure of the human consciousness,
its infallibility and unfailing power to interpret
experience.
Something of the same argument, though less
tangible, is used with reference to the work of
the Holy Spirit. "The manner how the divine tes-
timony is manifested to the heart, I do not take
upon me to explain. Such knowledge is too wonder-
ful and excellent for me: I cannot attain unto
it.... As no one knoweth the things of a man, save
the spirit of the man that is in him so the manner
of the things of God knoweth no one save the Spirit
of God. But the fact we know; namely, that the
Spirit of God does give a believer such a testimony
of his adoption, that while it is present to the
soul, he can no more loubt the reality of his son-
ehip, than he c an doubt of the shining of the sun,
1. Sermons, Vol. I, p. 88
11
61.
1
while he stands in the full Maze of his beams".
This is the argument from experience, and while
less certain of his grounds psychologically, he
falls back on the reality of the testimony of the
consciousness as to the validity of his spiritual
experience, as he did for the conclusions of the
human spirit.
4. As to the definite union of these two witness-
es possibly the clearest conception of the ^esleyan
position has been given by Curtis, "^Tiat takes
olace", he writes, "is essentially this: mhe
moment the Holy Spirit begins the reorganization of
a man he begins to help the person to recover the
filial sense which man had lost in deoravity.
The person now loyal to Christ struggles toward
the realization, but cannot fully achieve it, no
not even in his loftiest mood. Then, there comes
a crisis (not necessarily an external crisis)
when ^'Jith a deeper sense of need, or with a more
thorough consecration, or with a. greater purpose
to serve men, the mfri opens himself entirely
1. Ibid, Vol. I, p. 89

to the wish of the Holy Spirit. Into this new
opportunity the Soirit rushes eagerly end completes
the broken intuition; and now the self-conscious
person has the glorious filial sense, and his
home life in the familv of God is as real to him
1
as his peace in conscience." Doubtless Lesley
would accept this as the final witness.
These two, the human and the iivine, form the
joint witness whereby one possesses an undeniable
assurance of oersonal salvation, or of a filial
revelation with God.
As to the unity of these witnesses, Lesley
says, "It is manifest, here are two witnesses
2
mentioned, who together testify the same thing."
Another writes, "The word in the original evidently
implies the sense which our translators follow...
Summarturein signifies to be a fellow-witnes6 , or
to witness the same thing that another noes;
and so the word constantly signifies in Scripture,
and is never used but where there is a concurrent
3
evidence of two witnesses".
1. Curtis, op. cit., p.3S9
2. Sermons, Vol. I, 0.95
3. Sherlock, '-'orks, Vol. I, pp. 154-55
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V. TTECe'ssity and Possibility of the Witness
of the Spirit.
1. In Wesley's thought it was necessary to have
the witness of the Spirit in order that one might
know of a certainty that he wan a Chile1 of God.
more
No other test existed for him which was. final
than this one. He speaks of the conscience being-
deceived thus, "Discover thyself, thou poor self-
deceiver! thou who art confident of being a child
of God; thou who sayest, 'I have the witness in
myself, 1 and therefore defiest all thy enemies....
Thou art now not lowly of hee.rt; therefore thou
hast not received the Spirit of Jesus unto this
day.... Thou dost not keep His commandments; there-
fore thou lovest Him not, neither art thou a par-
taker of the Holy Ghost. It is consequently as
certain and as evident as the oracles of God can
make it, His Soirit does not bear witness with
thy spirit that thou art a child of God. cry
unto Him that the scales may fall off thine eyes;
that thou .:.ayest know thyself as thou a.rt known
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...till thou hear the voice that raises the dead,
saying, '3e of good cheer: thy sins are forgiven;
1
thy faith hath raa.de thee whole.'"
Here we see V.'esley thinks it in possible for
one to be s<°lf-deceived when he relies upon his
own conscience, and the only certain witness of
filial relationship with God is that of the Holy
Spirit which says, "Thy sins are forgiven". This
may seem a contradiction, when formerly we asser^d
the reliability of the testimony of the conscious-
ness. It is only his mode of impressing upon us
the necessity of the added testimony of the Holy
Spirit as to one's adoption into God's family.
2. For him there was no substitute for this
witness 6f the Holy Spirit. It was absolutely
necessary for one to possess this divine assurance
thf t he was a Christian. Nothing else could take
its place. Supposed fruits of the Spirit, the
testimony of the mind, as noted above, the "inner
illumination of intuition," before being authen-
ticate, must bear the stamp of the Spirit's witness.
On this score he was extremely explicit. Note the
following, ?;iven at some length to bring out his
1. Sermons, Vol. I, 91
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point
:
"Let none rest in any supposed fruit of the
Spirit without this witness. There may be fore-
tasts of joy, of peace, of love, and those not
delusive, but really from God, long before we have
the witness in ourselves; before the Spirit of
God witnesses with our spirits that we have 're-
demption in the blood of Jesus, even the forgive-
ness of sins.' Yes, there may be a. degree of
longsuffering, of gentleness, of fidelity, meekness,
temperance (not a shadow thereof, but a real
degree, bu the preventing grace of God), before
we 'are accepted in the Beloved, 1 rnd, consequent-
ly before we have a. testimony of our acceptance:
but it is by no means advisable to rest here; it
is at the peril of our souls if we do. If we are
wise, we shall be continually crying to God, until
His Spirit cry in our heart, 'Abba, Father'. 1
This is the privilege of all the children of God,
and without this we can never be assured that we
His children. Without this we cannot retain
a steady peace, nor avoid perplexing doubts and
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fears. But when we have once received the Spirit
of adoption, this 'peace which nasseth all under-
standing 1 .... will 'keep our hearts and minds in
Christ Jesus. 1 And when this has brought forth
its genuine fruits. there is no need that
we should ever more be deprived of either the
testimony of Sod's Spirit, or the testimony of our
own, the consciousness of walking in all right-
1
eousness and true holiness."
Here he affirms that even though these fruits
of the Spirit be genuine, before we have received
the witness of the Spirit, it is at the peril of
one's soul th- t he rest here. It is necessary to
have the seal of the witness of the Spirit, that
therefrom peace may be derived, and that he may
never be deprived ot it. The testimony of the con-
science, fruits of the Spirit, or a.ny other genuine
evidences of being converted cannot be accepted as
substitutes for the divine ser.l, the testimony of
the Holy Spirit.
Tillett emphasized this thought when he writes,
l.'orks, Vol. V. p. 133
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"ilext to justification and regeneration, which to-
gether constitute the essence of salvation on the
divine side, the witness of the Spirit is the most
important element that enters into what we call
'experimental religion, 1 a term which Methodists
may be said to have introduced into devotional
end thological literature.-., -'esley took up where
Luther left off and Preached with an emphasis
hitherto unknown that 'being justified by faith
we have peace with God' . . . and that there can be
no oeace with God without a conscious assurance of
1
pardon" This is the contention of Lesley stated
by a recent I'ethodist theologipn.
3. Lesley taught that this divine witness of
the Snirit was the privilege of all believers.
As he held there was no substitute for this, and
since it is necessrry for one to have this assur-
ance of salvation to be a child of God, naturally he
would be forced to affirm that all believers may
at tFin unto this certainty of divine witness.
This affirmation included the idea that the witness
l.Tillett, Personal Salvation, 275
I
B8
of the Spirit was a common privilege of all believ-
ers, and not one limited to a special class. In
pointing out the difference between justifying faith
and a sense of assurance or pardon, he writes,
"By a sense of pardon I mean a distinct, explicit
assurance that my are forgiven. I allow (l) that
there there is an explicit assurance; (?,) that it
is the common privilege of all real Christians;
(3) that it is the proper Christian faith which
f purifieth the heart 1 and ' overcometh the world*.
But I cannot allow that justifving faith is such
1
an assurance, or necessarily connected therewith."
As noted elsewhere he writes, "If we are wise we shall
be continually crying to God, until His Spirit cry
in our heart, 'Abba, father 1. ' This is the privilege
of all the children of Ood, and without this we can
3
never be assured that we axe his children."
Others might affirm that there was a better
method by which assurance could be attained, but
for Lesley this was the one way, the privilege
1. Works, TTol. XII, pp. 109,10.
2. Supra, p. 36
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of all followers of Christ. One could expect this
item in the theology of -esley since he was a strict
Arminian. It is coexistent with the idea of the
universality of the atonement, and its benefits.
Usually this doctrine is treated: by Methodist
theologians in connection with the benefits of the
atonement, under the section on justification.
The atonement, he said, was universal, and all
its benefits naturally must likewise be universal.
Since the witness of the Spirit is a benefit of
the atonement, it follows that it is universal.
TTo faithful follower of God is doomed to go without
this evidence of his conversion.
Tillett, in pointing out the trend of the
modern treatment of Lesley's doctrine, clearly
doubts that this is a necessary privilege of all
believers. -hile he may believe that this would
be a privilege of believers, still as to its
being a necessary privilege he would hesitate.
I,t;an one be a regenerate believer and not have the
witness of the Spirit? ^e answer: (l) It is
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exceptional.-, for such to be the case; and perhaps
it does not often occur that one "becomes a truly
regenerate believer and long continues such without
the witness. (2) The Holy Spirit testifies
•with our spirit 1 and not independently of it..... (3)
The Bible says.... that unless we are born again
we cannot enter the kingdom of God, but it nowhere
says that unless we have the witness of the S-oirit
convincing us of our regeneration we are therefore
lost.... ff believe thet there are some sincere
....Christians who have perplexed themselves about
their having or not having the witness of the
Spirit, that it would give them absolute and pos-
itive comfort to be assured, that it is possible
for one to be a sincere Christian and yet not have
~1
consciously the witness of the Spirit."
Herein he states that there are many devout
Christians who long for this witness, but do not
possess it. "'esley would say that there might be
some who, when first converted, did not immediate—
lv oossess this witness: but as to devout, earnest
1. Sheldon, op, cit., p. 284-6.
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Christians, of long standing, not possessing this
divine assurance, he would say positively no.
He writes, "None who believe the Scriptures to be
the ;^ord of God, can doubt the importance of such
a truth as this: a truth revealed therein....
solemnly and of set ouroose, as denoting one of
1
the peculiar privileges of the children of God"
4. The possibility of the divine witness of the
Holy Spirit, "esley said, is confirmed by the con-
stant testimony of Christian experience. It is
not only taught in the Bible, for none c^.n doubt
thct this is the explicit meaning of Romans 8:16,
were we read, "The Spirit itself beareth witness
with our spirit, that we are the children of God;"
but it is also the weight of Christian testimony.
After all this appeal to experience was the keynote
of Lesley's views. His work was builded upon this
appeal to consciousness. His was a doctrine of
knowledge, because he could say, "I know the Spirit
'-'.lesses". He writes:
1. Sermons, Vol. I, p. 93.
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"And here properly comes in, to confirm this
scriptural doctrine, the experience of the children
of God; thousands of whom can declare, that they
never did know themselves to be in the favor of
God, till it was directly wi tressed to them "by his
Spirit; but by all those who are convinced of sin,
and who feel the wrath of God abiding on them. They
cannot be satisfied by anything else than a direct
testimony from his Spirit.... And which way can these
souls be possibly comforted, but by a divine testi-
mony (not that they are good, or sincere, or con-
formable to the Scripture in heart and life, but)
that God justifieth the ungodly
"Everyone therefore who denies the existence of
such a testimony does in effect deny justification
1
by faith."
This is Lesley's classical appeal to Christian
testimony to verify the Witness of the Spirit,
as taught by Paul. Not only does the testimony
of Christians confirm it, but that of those who
are not yet converted, who feel the need of grace,
tells the same story. To deny it, he would have
1. Sermons, vcl. I, pp. 96,7.
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us believe, is to deny the essential doctrine of the
Bible, the keynote of the Reformation, justifica-
tion by faith. Elsewhere he affirms, "So that
there is no need that we should ever more be de-
prived of either the testimony of God's Spirit,
or the testimony of our own, the consciousness of
1
walking in all righteousness and true holiness"
This testimony remains so constant that one need
never be deprived of it.
5. The reality of the experience of this tes-
timony of the Spirit was never doubted by Wesley.
He had longed for the peace which comes with the
testimony while seeking to find Christ as his
Savior, ^hen he was converted he experienced the
peace and joy of the divine assurance that he was
a child of God. In all his writings he holds it up
as a possibility, yes, a necessity. To him it was
the center around which all Christian experience
revolved. One has but to refer to his sermons,
numbered X and XI on "The Witness of the Spirit" to
verify the fact that Lesley did not at any time
doubt the re ality of this testimony,
i. Works, Vol. V. p. 133.
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In one place he speaks of a period of twenty-
years having elapsed when he would not retract
anything he had said concerning the witness of the
Spirit. Note, "I observed many years ago, 'It is
to
hard^find words in the language of men, to explain
the deep things of God. Indeed there are none that
will adequately express what the Spirit of God
works in His children. But perhaps one might say...
by the testimony of the Spirit, I mean, an inward
impression on the soul, whereby the Spirit of God
immediately and directly witnesses to my spirit,
that I am a child of God'....
"After twenty years' further consideration,
I see no cause to retract any part of this."
In his" Plain Account of Christian Perfection,"
which was written in 1766, he refers to those whom
he met at Hernhut, who testified concerning the
1
witness of the Spirit. He also indicates in
the same that he believes that the Spirit wit-
2
nesses to one's sanctification. He even goes
so far as to declare that to deny this exoerience
S
is to deny justification by faith. Through the
1. Supra, p. 47.
2. Plain account of Christian Perfection, p. 287
3. Supra, p. 71 —=—
11
1
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years of his long life this remains as the constant
testimony that the Spirit of God can witness to the
adoption of the regenerated into the kingdom of
God.
6. The doctrine of "esley at the hand of recent
Methodist theologians has not been treated as well
as formerly. Lesley's strong emphasis was on the
divine element, while the present stress is more or
less on the human phase. Sheldon, doubts the nec-
essity of this divine witness, when he avows,
"^/hile then we do not deny that, in accommodation
to some s-oecia.l demand of the religious experience,
The Holy Spirit may operate immediately for producing
the conviction of acceptance with God, we are per-
suaded that assurance as a standing fa.ct in the
normal Christian life rests principally on the
mediate agency of the Spirit- on His efficiency in
forming filial character and feeling. To sum all
up in a sentence, assurance is in and through
the filial consciousness, which consciousness is
at once an activity of man's spirit and a product of
TX
the Holy S pirit agency." This was written in 1903.
1. Sheldon, op.cit
.
,p.474
I
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In a more recent work, written in 1922, on
the point at issue he says that concomitant with
regeneration is assurance, which is "a more or less
luminous conviction of an individual that he stands
1
before God as an accepted child." Again, in re-
ferring to a possible direct witness of the Spirit,
he writes "But ordinarily in this form it would
not seem to be necessary. Living filial affections
by their own virtue naturally eroke a spontaneous in—
2
ference as to the relation of acceptance with God. H
More to the point he writes, "One who ha.s these
affections need not wait for any mystic voice to
3
assure him of his standing*. It is seen that in
this he lacks the definiteness of Lesley's earlier
statement of the distinct necessity of ghe believ-
er possessing the witness of the Spirit as to his
regeneration. He is doubtless writing under the
influence of more recent trends which belittle the
need of the supernatural working directly Upon the
s oul, as in Lesley 's day was the normal belief.
1. Sheldon, The Essentials of Christianity, p. 226
2. Ibid, p. 228
3. Ibid, p. 228
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VI. The Direct Witness of the Holy Spirit.
The witness of the Holy Spirit to one's adop-
tion, according to Wesley, comes directly from the
Holy Spirit to the human consciousness. It is not
to be confused with any type of dynamic inspiration
or infusion coming through the mind. It is not the
same as "an inner illumination of the mind" whereby
one knows his religious status. ITor is it a.n in-
tuition arising from conscience or fruits of per-
sonal righteousness, whereby one thinks he is a
child of God. "nile all of these may be worthy
within themselves and true, still to Wesley they
will not be accepted as substitutes for this direct
testimony of the Holy Spirit. As to the manner of
the coming of this witness, "'esley may remain in
doubt, but as to the fact of its directness he
does not waver.
(l) He gladly admits the witness of the human
spirit, being nearly the testimony of conscience,
as it is abetted by the fruits of the Spirit.
In quoting Romans 8:16, ,,mhe Spirit itself beareth
witness with our spirit, that we rre the children
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of God," he states, "It is manifest, here are two
witnesses mentioned, who testify together the same
i
Jb
thing; the Spirit of God, arid our own spirit."
He would not have us believe that the divine wit-
ness is all there is, hut he affirms that the wit-
ness coming from the Holy Spirit speaks directly
to, and along with, this human spirit. It is not
our purpose rt this point to discuss the nature of
this human witness, suffice it to say it finds its
completion in the testimony coming from the divine
Spirit
.
(2) The Second witness received, tftie witness of
the Spirit, he affirms to come immediate and direct.
Speaking shout the text, "Because ye are sons,
God hath sent forth the Spirit of his Son into your
hearts, crying, Abba, father" (Gal. 4:5), he states
"Is not this something immediate and direct, not the
result of reflection or argumentation? Does not
this Spirit cry, 'Abba, father,' in our hearts the
moment it is given, antecedently to any reflection
upon our sincerity; yea to any reasoning whatsoever?
. . .
-All these texts then, in their obvious meaning,
2
describe a di rect testimony of the Spirit."
1. Sermons, Vol. 1,95
P.. Thirl, T )r ,Q^ ___=_
I
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Again on this score he writes, "The sum of all
is this: the testimony of the Spirit is an inward
impression on the soul of "believers, whereby the
Spirit of GrOd directly testifies to their spirit,
that they are the children of C-od. And it is not
questioned, whether there is a testimony of the
Spirit; but whether there is any direct testimony?
Whether there is any other than that which arises
from a consciousness of the fruit of the Spirit?
We believe there is; because this is the plain,
natural meaning of the text, illustrated by the pre-
ceding words, and by the parallel passage in the
epistle to the ^algtians; because, in the nature
of things, the testimony must precede the fruit
which springs from it; and because this plain mean-
ing of the "'ord of Crod is confirmed by the experi-
ence of innumerable children of God; yea, and by
the experience of all who are convinced of sin,
who can never rest till they have a direct wit-
i
ness"
.
•'•hereby we see that the witness of the Holy
Spirit cannot be merged into the testimony of our
arm spirit. Thus we should have only one wit—
l.Ibid, I, p. 99
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uess and one testimony instead of two distinct
testimonies.
2. Moreover, the testimony of the Holy Spirit
precedes the testimony of the human spirit. Les-
ley is very distinct on this point. To him the
Spirit witnesses to one's adoption before any
fruits of the Spirit can "be said to exist. It is
the "basis of e life of righteousness. Let him
speak on this issue: "That the testimony of the
Spirit of God, must, in the very nature of things
"be antecedent to the testimony of our own spirit,
may appear from this single consideration; » e must
be holy in heart and life, before we can be con-
scious that we are so. But we must love Ood,
before we can be holy at all, this being thp r^ot
of Holiness. How we cannot love ^-od, till we
know He loves us: ,r.'e love him because he first
loved us;' and we cannot know His love to us,
till His Spirit witnesses to our spirit. Till
then we cannot believe it.... Since therefore the
testimony of his Spirit must precede the love
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of Crod, and: all holiness, of consequence it must
1
precede our consciousness thereof."
Wesley raised this question in order to carry
his point of the direct witness of the Spirit,
as distinct from the human spirit. If both
witnesses came together then there wa.s no argument
on which he could rest his views that the witness
of the Spirit was direct, and distinct. Otherwise
there would be one united witness, which could
be thought of as coming only from the human spirit,
or the conscience. Thus the divine element in this
witness to personal salvation would be eliminated,
while V.'esley is a firm believer in the testimony
of the conscience as derived from the fruits of
the Spirit, still he is unwilling to have anything
overshadow the divine, direct, and supernatural
element in one's assurance of salvation. 3y keep-
ing these two distinct, through showing that the
divine witness antedates the other, he is able to
maintain the supernatural process.
1. Ibid, I, 95,5
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3. The fact that this witness to sonship is
direct is also confirmed by human experience.
As noted elsewhere human testimony confirms the
existence of the witness, hut Lesley goes farther
and affirms that this direct witness of the Spirit
is so authenticated. "It is confirmed by your
experience and mine, "he Spirit itself bore witness
to my spirit, that I was a. child of Sod, gave me
an evidence "thereof, and I immediately cried,
•Abba, Fp.ther 1 . And this I did before I reflected
on, or wps conscious of any fruit of the spirit".
This needs no further comment than is given above,
where the argument for the confirmation of the
existence of the witness of the S-oirit is found.
7or every step in his argument, Lesley was careful
to have experience with him. It became the test
of each element in his doctrinal structure.
4. The direct testimony is to be sought by the
sinner that he might have pea.ce from the turbulency
of his heart. Ain, Wesley thought, brought unrest,
the stress of temptation and evil. Every awakened
sinner is in a state of uneasiness until the wit—
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ness of the Spirit comes directly to his soul
that he has been accepted by God as His child, and
that his sins are "covered by the blood of Christ".
The sinner cannot be satisfied with Anything less
than this immediate witness or persuasion of assur-
ance, born of the testimony of the Holy SPirit.
A quotation on this will suffice to show the strength,
of this argument:
"These", speaking of sinners , "cannot be satis-
fied with anything less than a direct testimony
from His Spirit, that He is 'merciful to their
unrighteousness, and remembers their sins and in-
iquities no more. 1 Tell any of these, 'You are to
know you are a child, by reflection on what He
has wrought in you, on your love, joy and neace;
'
and will he not immediately reolv, 'By all this I
1
know I am a child of the devil." Again he makes
the same assertion that the sinner cannot rest
until he has the direct witness, and can know that
2
his sins are f orjgiven.
1. Sermons, I, o.9S
2. Ibid, 1,99
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The force of this argument is that since even
the aroused and convicted sinner cannot rest until
the Spirit directly witnesses that he is forgiven,
therefore in the nature of things this direct wit-
ness from the Spirit must he a possibility. Through-
out '.Vesley is trying to establish the one thought:
That the assurance of salvation comes through a
direct witness of the Holy Spirit to our spirit.
If he can lay a foundation for this, then his
doctrine is trustworthy.
5. In Wesley's desire to place the doctrine
of the direct witness of the Spirit as an integral
part of Arminian theology he tries to establish
the idea that to deny this witness is to deny
the heart of evangelical belief, and more espec-
ially of Arminianism, Justification by faith,
"'esley states that this witness of the Spirit a&&
and justification by faith stand or fall together.
He writes: "Everyone therefore who denies the
existence of such a testimony in effect denies
justification by faith. It follows that either
he never experienced this, either he never was
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justified, or that he has forgotten.... the exper-
ience he then had himself; the manner -wherein God
wrought in his soul, when his former sins were
1
blotted out."
This again is an appeal to his own personal
experience. He means to say, that when he was
converted, he experienced this witness, hence every
one should possess it, when God justified him.
If Wesley' s position be correct that the witness
of the Spirit is both possible and necessary, and
a benefit of the atonement, it would follow that
to deny it was to deny justification by faith.
Since he carefully laid his premises, and diligent-
ly employed strict logic in his arguments, he de-
clared that his conclusion was correct. Therefore
justification by faith realized in the soul, and the
witness of the Spirit, must coexist.
VII. The Relationship of the Direct and
Indirect Witnesses to Ass iiranc e
.
1. This direct witness does not stand along;
but from it comes an indirect one. The direct
testimony of the Spirit is given to the witness
of the soul. The Soirit concurrently testifies with,
or as Lesley would say, to, the human spirit that
l.lbid, i, p.WY
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we are children of Ck>d. One does not stand
by itself in its affirmation of assurance of re-
demption. At the expense of a possible repetition
of material let us quote Wesley at this point:
"The sum of all is this: the testimony of the
Spirit is an inward impression on the souls of
believers, whereby the Spirit of Sod directly tes-
tifies to their spirit, that they are the children
of God. And it is not questioned whether there
is a. testimony of the Spirit; but whether there
is any direct testimony? "hether there is any
other than that which arises from a consciousness
of the fruit of the Spirit. We believe there is;
because this is the plain meaning of the text...
because in the nature of the thing the testimony
1
must precede the fruit which springs from it."
Wesley terms this the "testimony of the
conscience". The Spirit testifies to the conscience,
or along with the conscience, and this united wit-
ness is the basis of assurance of forgiveness
and sonship. 'Hie two cannot be separated in the
1. Sermons, Vol. I. p. 99
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thinking of Wesley. First the Spirit witness
and the fruits of the Spirit, or the voice of
conscience, unites with this divine affirmation.
The order of precedence as noted elsewhere is the
witness of the Spirit always first, and followed
"by the other.
2. These two witnesses can by no juggling
of words be made to refer to the same thing.
They are distinct in their source. The first is
from the Holy Spirit, while the second is from the
human spirit, consciousness or the conscience.
They are distinct in that which prompts their
their witness. The first is based upon the fact
that one has been adopted into God's family as a
child (Rom. 8:16), and the second is the result of
a "conscience void of offence," of of the fact that
one possesses the fruits of the Spirit, love, joy,
peace, etc. V/hile they both affirm the same
thing, still Wesley would have us believe that
the final testimony is the result of two distinct,
inseparable forces, divine and human. He states
the doctrine thus:
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1
'But direct witness is never referred to in the
as
Book of God. 1 ^ot standing alone; not es a single
witness; but as connected 7*ith the other; as giving
a joint testimony; testifying with our soirit
1
that we are the children of God.'" Again,
"The preposition (speaking with reference to Rom. 8:16)
only denotes that He witnesses this, at the same
time that He enables us to cry, 'Abba, Father'.
But I contend not; seeing so many other texts, with
the experience of real Christians, sufficiently
evince that there is in every believer both the
•
testimony of God's Spirit and the testimony of his
2
own, that he is a chil d of God]'
l.Ibid, p, 38
2. Works, Vol. V.p.113
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VIII. The Witness of the Human
Spirit.
"•e turn from a discussion of the witness of
the Holy Spirit to that of the human spirit. For
Wesley each was as important as the other, though
in origin the precedence must "be given to the former.
The two verified each other, and neither could
exist without the other, except when one was
first converted, and the testimony of the conscience
as to the existence of the fruit of the Spirit had
not yet been given. The Spirit witnessed to the
filial relationship with God, the conscience
confirmed it, and the resultant testimony as a,
joint witness was conclusive.
1. As we have noted in our previous discussion
Lesley affirmed that a human witness of this re-
lationship with God was possible. From various
passages in the New Testament he develops his view
as to the marks of a Christian. He reasons that
when one has these traits of character he is a
Christian. This reasoning process, with the con-
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elusion attained, is the testimony of the human
spirit that one's sins are forgiven. It is the
voice of conscience concluding that one possesses
those essential char; cteristics of the sons of God.
This is an appeal to human experience, based uoon
the reliability of the reasoning powers of the
mind, or on the reliability of the testimony of the
consciousness
.
John states this doctrine in these words,
"We know that we have passed from death unto life,
because we love the brethren" (I Jno. 3:14), and
"Hereby we know that we are of the truth, and shall
assure our hearts before him" (Uno. 3:19). The
text for ".'esley's sermon on "The Witness of Our Own
Spirit" bears the words, "the testimony of our
conscience". Commenting upon such evidence and the
testimony of the consciousness he says, "ITotwith-
standing which, it is evident, both the apostle
himself and all these pillars in God's temple,
were very far from despising these marks of their
being the children of God; and that they applied
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them to their own souls for the confirmation of
their faith. vet all this is no other than rational
evidence, the witness of our own spirit, our reason
or understanding. It all resolves into this: those
that have these marks are the children of God; but
we have these marks: therefore we are the children
1
of God".
2. Wesley makes the conscience the source of
this human testimony. He constantly appeals to
the consciousness of possessing the fruits of right-
eousness of knowing that one lives justly and
sefves the Lord. He affirms that ' the true seel
of the witness of the Holy Spirit is this testimony
of one's mind that he lives as the ^ible indicates
a child of God should, ffith reference to this
appeal to experience he states:
"And with regard to the outward marks of the
children of God, . . .you undoubtedly know in your
own breast, if, by the grace of god, it belongs to
you. Your conscience informs you from day to day
id? you do not take the name of God within your lips,
1. Sermons, Vol. I, p. 86, 87
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unless with seriousness and devotion, with reverence
and glodly fear -...if you honor your father and
mother; if you do to all as you would they should
do to you, and if, whether you eat or drink, you
are temnerate therein, and do all to the glory of
1
God"
Again he says, "Neither is it questioned whether
there is an indirect witness or testimony that we
are the children of God. This is nearly, if not
exactly, the testimony of a good conscience toward
God; and is the result of reason or reflection on
what we feel in our own souls. Strictly speaking,
it is a conclusion partly drawn from the Word of
God and oartly from our own experience. The " rord
of God says, everyone who has the fruit of the
Spirit is a child of God; experience, or inward
consciousness, tells me that I have the fruit of
the Spirit; hence I naturally conclude, 'Therefore
2
I am a child of God"
We note here that this human witness is the
testimon-- of the con science, and also the conscious-
1. Sermons, Vol.I,p.87
2. Works, Vol. V.o.125
2.
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ness of having the fruits of the Spirit. It is
also a reasoning from the Bible aa to whether or
not our lives ore conformed to its standards.
3. He goes one step farther in defining his
doctrine to affirm that the human consciousness,
attested by the conscience, stands as the arbiter
of our filial relationship with God. This
consciousness of possessing the fruits of the
Spirit, from which springs the testimony of the
conscience, has the final seal to place upon our
assurance of salvation. He says, "Now this is
properly the testimony of our own spirit; even the
testimony of our own conscience, thrt God hath
given us to be holy of heart, and holy in outward
conversation. It is the consciousness of having
received, in and by the Spirit of adoption, the
tempers mentioned in the 'Vord of God, as belonging
to His adopted children. . . a consciousness thrt
we are inwardly conformed by the Spirit of God,
to the image of His Son, and thrt we welk in justice,
mercy, and truth, doing the things which are pleae-
1
inp; in h is si gh t
"
1. Sermons, Vol. I, p. 87
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Then consciousness avows that one is a child
of God, its affirmation is as valid as when it
testifies to other facts of experience. The
Spirit speaks to the mind, the consciousness, and
this same consciousness, in appraising the life
by the standards of God's Word, says that the life
is upright and holy. Then one is assured with a
knowledge which is both divine and human that he is
a child of God. This is the final test of assur-
ance of personal redemption. His was a doctrine
of personal experience. In appealing to conscious-
ness, it was his own consciousness which became
the final verification of that doctrine which he
found in the Bible.
IX. The Joint Testimony of the Holy Spirit
and the Human Spirit.
1. The testimony of the Holy Spirit and of
the human spirit finally unite to form one joint
witness of adoption. Sufficient has been said
to make clear 'Teslev's oosition on the distinctive
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ness of these two witnesses, that we cannot
accuse him now of losing their identity in order
to form a. united or joint single assurance. In
writing of these two witnesses standing together
he says, "ITot as standing alone; not as a single
witness; but as connected with the other; as
giving joint testimony; testifying with our spirit
1
that we are children of C-od."
It is this final joint testimony which is
the climax of "'esley^ doctrine. Others have
affirmed the existence of the single testimony
of the Holy Spirit, or of the human spirit, but
Lesley made his grertest contribution of the doc-
trine of a.ssurance by affirming the fact of the
joint testimony of the two witnesses to adop-
tion. Luther's doctrine, it is to be remem-
bered, wes characterized by its subjective ele-
ment, which if refined would be Wesley* 8 witness
of the Holy Spirit. But nowhere does he affirm
the joint testimony of these two elements.
2. As to the nature of this joint testimony
•esley knew that it consisted in a single, uni-
form, definite assurance of redemption.
1» Sermons. Vol. ^.o.lSl
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He felt that the divine Spirit operated on the
human mind, or consciousness, and through these
combined forces assurance resulted.
3. "his final, united testimony becomes con-
clusive ae to one's sonship. The testimony of
the Holy Spirit is added to that of the human
spirit, uniting in a luminous assurance of the
entire consciousness that "I, even I, am recon-
ciled to God." This is brought out from his
definition of the witness of the Spirit. Speak-
ing of the human spirit through consciousness
being certain that one bears the marks of the
sons of God, he asks, "Vftiat is that testimony
of God's Spirit, which is superadded to and
conjoined with this?... an inward impression on
the soul.... that I am a. child of God; that Jesus
Christ hath loved me, and given Himself for me;
and that all my sins are blotted out, and I,
1
even I, am reconciled to God." "Should it
still be inquired, How does the Spirit of God
•bear witness with our spirit, that we are the
children of God,' so as to exclude ell doubt,
1. Sermons, Vol. I, p. 87
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and evince the reality of our sonship,- the ans-
wer is clear from what has been observed above....
Then a Christian can in no wise doubt of his be-
1
ing a child of God."
"hen this joint testimony is experienced one
need never doubt the reality of his filial rela-
tionship with the Father Almighty. This is the
climaBE of Wesley's appeal, not only to the Bible,
but to consciousness, and conscience, a,s the evi-
dence of regeneration and sanctification.
4. This joint testimony can be, and is to be,
verified by the fruits of the Spirit. He affirms
that the witness of the human spirit is the voice
of conscience, or the testimony of the conscious-
ness of possessing the marks of the sons of Ood,
and then he reasons- thr t the joint testimony may
be verified by the fruits of the Spirit.
He writes, "7Je assert.... that the fruit of
the Spirit, immediately springs from this testi-
mony, not alwa3r s in the same degree, srven when
the testimonv is first given, and much less
2
afterward"
-
",
2. Works, Vol. TT .p.l25
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'tfhen one has the unitary witness of the
two testimonies and then finds love, joy, peace,
brotherly love, patience, forgiveness, mercy
longsuffering, .a love for the house of God, and
for the service of the Lord, then he believes
tha.t this joint witness to sonship is verified
unmistakably. He affirms that the joint wit-
ness and the fruits of the Spirit are correla-
tive. One cannot exist without the other.
They are mutually dependent, for one without the
other is invalid. Let him speak: "Two inferences
may be drawn from the whole: the firs$>let none
ever presume to rest in any supposed testimony
of the Spirit, which is separate from the fruit
of it.... The second inference is, let none rest
in any supposed fruit of the Spirit without
1
the witness."
This experience is ever-abiding, so long as
one maintains his status before God as his son.
"So that there is no need that we should ever
more be deprived of either the testimony of
2
God's Spirit or the testimony of our own."
1. Sermons, Vol. I, p. 100
2. Supra, p. 97
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V.'ith these words he closes his final sermon
on "The Witness of the Spirit" which is dated
April 4, 1767.
X. The Sum of Lesley's Doctrine of the
"Yitnese of the Spirit.
The doctrine in essence is this: Every
child of God possesses the witness of the Holy
Spirit and of his own spirit that he is adopted into
the Family of Go^d . The conscience forms the true
witness of the human spirit, whose testimony arises
from the consciousness of exhibiting the fruit of
the Spirit in one's life. mhes$ two, the divine and
the human, form a joint witness, whose unitary assur-
ance Paul describes a.s "The Spirit itself beareth
witness with our spirit that we are the children of
God". "TTtiile this joint testimony may vary in in-
tensity and clarity, still it is ever-abiding, so
long as one maintains his sonship relation with God"
•
This was the heart of Lesley's Theology, and the
keynote of his doctrinal position. He tested every
system by this dogma. If there was a place for the
personal witne ss of the Holy Spirit then he accepted
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the doctrine, otherwise it was rejected.
XI. The Meaning of this Doctrine for
Lesleyan Theology.
The Wesleyan movement is referred to as "the
evangelical revival," and such in truth it was.
Lesley's activity gave birth not to a doctrinal or-
ganization, nor to a creed; "but the vital interest
of Wesleyan workers was in evangelism.
But it was this doctrine of the witness of the
Spirit which made evangelism possible. Those
early ^ethodist preachers exhorted their penitents
to seek the Lord until the Spirit witnessed. They
knew they were "saved" only when they possessed
this witness of ~od's and the human spirit. The
zeal of Methodism was enhanced by this doctrine.
All those movements which are Wesleyan in origin,
such as Methodism, the Evangelical church organized
by Albright, and the United Bret'reren church, as
founded by Otterbein, and the Free Ilethodists and
others owe their existence and their peculiar empha-
sis upon "experimental religion" to this one doctrine
of Lesley. This is their shaping and molding dogma.
V.
:esleyanism ceases to be such when this doctrine is
not made prominent.
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DATA USED
1. Three classes of primary source materials
1
were used.
(l) The first class, and the essential one,
consists of the writings of John 'Vesley. These
are usually found as Sermons, Journal, Notes and
Works. The Sermons have been published through
various editions, as is true of his Journal.
Lesley himself collected thirty-two volumes of his
sermons, journal, notes, etc., and published them
in Bristol between 1771 and 1774. In 17/5 Wesley
published his Notes on the New Testament, which
were largely drawn from Bengel's "Gnomon of the
Hew Testament. W hile this added nothing new
to the field of New Testament scholarship, still
it made current among Methodists the ripe
fruitage of one of the world" s greatest Greek
scholars. Fifty-eight sermons were collected
and published by Wesley in his lifetime. After
his death the number of sermons, collected from
1. See Bibliography for titles.
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his other writings, was raised to one hundred and
forty. The first fifty-eight sermons were pub-
lished by Lesley in the Arminia.n Uagazine; later he
revised them and published them in four volumes
in 1788. These along with his Notes formed the
standard of Lesley's doctrine, and in the trust
deeds of the Methodist chapels reference is made
to them f s such.
(2) A second source of this primary material
consists of the writings of Methodist theologians,
throwing light uoon Wesley 1 s doctrine by means of
their analyses. Among these are found the rep-
resentatives of Wesleyan theology of each age.
The line starts with Watson, Methodism 1 s first
great systematic theologian, and includes such
as Wakefield, Raymond and Lee, Pope and Miley,
Sheldon and Curtis, and more recent writers such
as Tillett and Lewis.
(3) A third source of primary material is
made up of the works of these writers, which we
study as forming the background of the doctrine
of Wesley, »'e have gone directly to the sources
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of YJesley's doctrine and have tried to lay ba±e
those elements which each has contributed to his
views. ?ot this reason such material is included
in the primary list.
2. The secondary source material is comoosed of
1
three divisions.
(1) ?he first includes the histories of doc-
trine, where light is thrown upon the development
of dogmatics through the years. By means of such
Lesley's place in the history of theology is lo-
cated .
(2) Theological encyclopedias have been consul-
ted liberally with reference to works on the sub-
ject, men and their writings etc. For this reason
they are included in the secondary sources.
(3) The final secondary source consists of
general wotks consulted upon various items dis-
cussed in the body of the Thesis. M'r .
The 3iljliography representing these source
materials includes only those works which have
been quoted or directly employed in the writing.
1. See Bibliography for titles.
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